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Preface
The present issue is a reprint of the lengthy Introduction to another Picton Press
publication, Volume 2 of Even More Palatine Families. In that volume the author
Lewis Bunker Rohrbach , CG, illuminates in great depth the 1710 von Graffenried
settlement of New Bern , North Carolina. Although the writing of that volume was part
of a general collaborative effort between Mr. Rohrbach and his colleague Hank Jones,
Mr. Rohrbach wishes to stress that he alone has responsibility for the contents of the
New Bern volume .
The following paragraphs provide some background about how this New Bern
volume came to be published. Hank Jones and Lewis Rohrbach have been friends for
some thirty years, and both have won the highest award available in American
genealogical writing: the Jacobus Award given annually by The American Society of
Genealogists. While Mr. Jones' prior works have all been on the German Palatines who
emigrated to New York in 1710 as well as those who went to Ireland the same year, Mr.
Rohrbach's work has been more broadly scattered, but always on German-speaking
immigrants with a strong emphasis on Swiss origins.
About four years ago Mr. Jones and Mr. Rohrbach decided to put out a singlevolume book which was designed to be a sequel to More Palatine Families, splitting
the work 50-50. What began as a projected 50-50 single volume of 800 pages grew to
the three-volume work Even More Palatine Families.
One of the sections which was allocated to Mr . Rohrbach was to be a short section
on the 1710 von Graffenried settlement of New Bern, North Carolina . Von Graffenried
was a small ancillary sideshow to the larger backdrop of the migration of 15,000
German-speaking settlers headed to England in 1710, expecting to go onward to North
America to fame , fortune, and food. Mr. Rohrbach decided to summarize the settlers,
say where they fit into the larger 1710 picture, and point out the major literature sources
for further study.
The deeper Mr. Rohrbach got into researching the New Bern settlement, the more
apparent it became that little of any significance, and even less of any accuracy, had
been written about the 750 settlers in three ships, two with Swiss and Germans from
London and one with Swiss from Bern, who went to North Carolina (keeping in mind
that the Swiss ship was not actually part of the 1710 migration to England) . The usual
explanation was the lack of written records in North Carolina. The more Mr. Rohrbach
researched New Bern, the more several things became apparent to him: 1) the New
Bern story was primarily a Swiss story; 2) the story needed to be told; 3) enough North
Carolina records survived to be able to document the surviving settlers; 4) as part of
writing it, the entire 1710 migration needed to be revisited and better documentation
provided as a new overview of that entire movement; and 5) the basic 1710 documents
(the Rotterdam departure lists, the London arrival lists, and the New York Hunter lists)
needed to be published in new verbatim form. Mr. Rohrbach succeeded in doing
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everything except the Hunter Documents, which he finished but ran out of space , so
these will be included in a future volume.
On a broader scale, Mr. Rohrbach is working to revolutionize Americans' access
to and understanding of Swiss genealogical records and the Swiss immigrants to
America. He is perhaps a third of that way so far, and he assures the readership of our
journal that a great deal of work remains to be done.

Dwight Page, Editor , SAHS Review
Madisonville, Tennessee, May, 2003
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The 1710 Swiss and German Settlers of
New Bern, North Carolina
by Lewis Bunker Rohrbach, CG

In the following study I have endeavored to identify and document the lives and
descendants of all 752 Swiss and Germans who came from Bern, Switzerland and
London, England in 1710 to found New Bern, North Carolina. There were approximately 177 families in the migration traveling on three ships, of whom 51 families were
Swiss, 106 were German, and approximately 20 families died out entirely on the
voyage so that we do not know their names or nationality. The much better known 1710
New York settlement involved 10 ships and 847 families, but although the New Bern
settlement was much smaller, its pioneers are among the ancestors of many millions of
Americans alive today.
Hank Jones has spent decades documenting the 1710 Palatines of New York, and
the success of his efforts is well known among genealogists both here and abroad.
However, very little similar research has been done in the past 300 years on the New
Bern, North Carolina settlers. This reflects genealogists' frustration with the lack of
records for the earliest period of North Carolina and New Bern's history, and a general
feeling that worthwhile research is not possible. Unlike research in other areas of
colonial America for the period 1620-1775, the New Bern settlement 1710-1775 has:
* no vital records of birth, marriage, or death. No such records of any type were
kept at any level (community, precinct, county or state).
* no church records of any type. None have survived, and probably virtually
none were ever kept: thus there are no birth records, no baptismal records, no
confirmation records, no marriage records, no death records, no burial records,
and no financial or membership records of any type for any church.
* no marriage bonds (none were required in North Carolina until 1746, and none
are known to have been used, or at least survived, from Craven County).
* no census records of any type.
* virtually no tax records.
* very few wills, and virtually no records of estate administrations, etc.
* no diaries.
* no business journals or letter books.
* very few letters written by the immigrants themselves (only twelve total, all
of which were written by Swiss settlers at the same time).
* no naturalization records.
* no military service records prior to the American Revolution, with a single
exception of three men serving as Rangers in 1717.
* no bible records.

5
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* no gravestones or compiled gravestone inscriptions, and no written cemetery
records.
* an extremely limited body of published historical and genealogical studies on
the families and individuals in the settlement.
Perhaps partly as a result, and despite the importance of the New Bern settlement
to colonial North Carolina and to the millions of New Bern descendants, no organization similar to the Society of Mayflower Descendants, the Pennsylvania German
Society, the Holland Society of New York, etc. has arisen to study, document, and
preserve the memory of these stalwart pioneers. Such societies, and the cumulative
work of their members and researchers over generations, have given us much of what
we know today about the pioneers of New England, New York, the middle colonies,
Pennsylvania, and the southern states. The massive Five Generations Project of the
Society of Mayflower Descendants, which is documenting the descendants of every
Mayflower passenger who is known to have left descendants, is the best example of
these efforts. If New Bern had had such an organization during the 20 th century, our
knowledge of these settlers would undoubtedly be much greater than it is today.
Although few conventional genealogical records exist, I found it possible to do indepth research by working unusually intensively with those records which do exist.
Luckily for genealogists, the German-speaking settlers of New Bern (or at least those
who survived both the trip from London and the subsequent Tuscarora Indian War in
New Bern) soon adopted from their English-speaking neighbors some of America's
foremost activities - lawsuits and land dealings. Those records, when viewed with the
attention that a blind man puts to every sound he hears, yielded unexpected dividends.
The voluminous court records of Craven Precinct of Bath County, its successor
Craven County, and the surrounding North Carolina counties, together contain a
multitude of records documenting the activities of a great majority of the white male
settlers and a minority of the white females and of people of other races of both sexes.
These invaluable records would be close to unusable were it not for the pioneering
efforts of Weynette Parks Haun. Over the past 25 years, Mrs. Haun has transcribed,
verbatim, the earliest court records for many North Carolina counties, working mostly
from microfilm copies of the originals and when necessary returning to the original
records for clarification. For the New Bern settlement, which was in what was first
Craven Precinct and later Craven County, the surviving quarterly court records run
from 1713 through 1720 and then from 1730 onward, with gaps for 1710-1712 (burned
during the Tuscarora Indian War), 1720-1730, and for 1735, 1736 and the first half of
1737, as well as for many other scattered dates.
For the period of my New Bern interest, 1710-1778, there originally were roughly
280 court sessions (including a few special sessions) involving the creation of more
than 1,000 days of records. In all, roughly 25,000 separate court records were created,
including the recording of deeds, legal disputes, estate matters, orphans, the inevitable
required public service on roads, some criminal charges, jury service, trials, and a
variety of other items. I read through every one of the roughly 25,000 surviving entries
at least twice, always working initially from Mrs. Haun's transcriptions. Without her
published work and her enthusiastic responses on the phone, this book would not have
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been possible. Others who have helped include Brigitte Burkett, CGRS1 (whose work in
translating the 1711 Swiss map was invaluable, and whose enthusiasm and support for
all elements of this entire book, including her wonderful transcriptions of the Nova
Scotia Passenger Lists, has been contagious), Victor T. Jones, Jr. 2 of the New BernCraven County Public Library (who contributed his list of proposed settlers and helped
otherwise), my co-author Henry Z Jones, Jr. (whose support and aid with the Rotterdam
and London lists helped keep me going through this long project), and other researchers
such as Helen F. M. Leary, FASG, Martha Mewborn Marble, Tracy Putnam, James Isler,
and Richard Hite.
Before discussing the specifics of the New Bern settlers, it is necessary to turn first
to the large 1709 migration of German-speaking settlers to England, of which the 752
Swiss and German men, women and children who headed for New Bern formed a small
part.

The 1709 migration to England
The mass migration to England in 1709 of more than 15,000 people primarily from
Germany, and to a lesser extent from Switzerland, Austria, and Alsace, was the result
of at least four factors. These are covered in great detail in the standard sources such
as Henry Z Jones, Jr. The Palatine Families of New York - 1710 and Walter Allen
Knittle, Early Eighteenth Century Palatine Emigration, as well as in Leo Schelbert and
Hedwig Rappolt, editors, America Experienced: Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century
Accounts of Swiss Immigrants to the United States. 3
In summary, the four factors favoring emigration from Germany and Switzerland,
through England, to the Americas were:
(a)
(b)

the winter of 1708/9 was unusually, bitterly, cold.
the British passed a Naturalization Act 24 March 1709 granting
Protestant foreigners of all Protestant religions immediate naturalization and "all the privileges of an English subject, at the expense of a
shilling".

1

Brigitte Burkett , CGRS, of Radix Research, 211 El Dorado Drive, Richmond, VA 23229, is a
skilled professional genealogist who specializes in German-speaking immigrants of the colonial period.
Her work has been published by Picton Press on a number of occasions .
2
Victor T . Jones , Jr. is Local History and Genealogy Librarian of the New Bern-Craven County
Public Library, New Bern, NC. He graciously contributed a copy of his list of proposed settlers, which
was published as: Jones, Victor T ., comp . Swiss Palatines to New Bern : A List of Known Persons Who
Left Switzerland and Gennany to Settle in New Bern , North Carolina in 1710 (New Bern, NC: New
Bern-Craven County Public Library, 1997; being a reprint and expansion of an article in the North
Carolina Genealogical Society Journal (Feb 1997): 3-10.
Mr . Jones also helped provide copies of various documents and articles, and in particular
discovered the unpublished, and important, 1720 Craven Precinct Tithables List.
3
America Experienced is particularly important, as it includes translations and in-depth
discussions of three of the twelve known letters written back to Switzerland in 1711 by North Carolina
settlers, placing them in the context of all migrations. These twelve letters, discussed below and in the
appropriate family sections, give us an unusually detailed look at the entire Swiss migration to North
Carolina ; which in lijrn was a part of this massive migration cifover 15,000 German-speaking settlers .
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Josua Kocherthal's pamphlet, widely circulated in Germany prior to
1709, implied in the 4 th edition released in 1709 that the British
government would provide free transportation to settlers.
the new Elector Palatine was Catholic, thus making some Protestants
of the Palatinate area in Germany uneasy.

The net effect of these four factors was a cascade, a virtual flood, of thousands of
German-speaking emigrants, all heading for England in 1709 expecting free transportation to America plus free land and government support once they got to America.
They arrived in the port of Rotterdam in numbers as high as 3,000 per month,
beginning in the spring of 1709 and peaking in the summer of 1709 before the British
Government advertised on the continent its determination to take no more settlers. A
few stragglers, however, were still arriving in England as late as the spring of 1711.
The Germans arrived in Rotterdam in such numbers that the British government was
forced to arrange a series "Parties" or mass sailings, each consisting of three to eleven
ships, which sailed in convoy together from Rotterdam to London. The first six Parties
were paid for by the British Government, while the 7th and 8th Parties were privately
funded. The eight Parties can be summarized as follows:
The Eight Parties Summarized 4

4

The basic source for all statistics here is Public Record Office documents ; individual citations are
given for each list. The details on the various Parties sometimes conflict , of course , sometimes through
error and sometimes through mixing of Old Style and New Style dating, and in addition not all ships
in a Party sailed or arrived on the same date . The dates below are given Old Style i.e . the Julian
calendar, which was still in use in England until 1752.
l st Party : The l st Party Rotterdam Departure Lists (i.e . embarkation lists) have been lost, and only the
corresponding 1SI Party London Arrivals List still exists . The 1SI Party sailed from Rotterdam at
the end of April and arrived in London on about 5 May 1709. The London Arrivals List was taken
at St. Catherine ' s 6 May 1709.
2 nd Party : the date the 2 nd Party embarked is not known; they sailed 23 May 1709 (which also is the date
of the Departure Lists) and arrived in London probably on 27 May 1709, while the ship captains
were paid on 3 June 1709. The 2 nd Party London Arrivals List was taken at Walworth 27 May
1709.
3rd Party: the 3rd Party embarked at Rotterdam 5- 10 June 1709 (evidently NS, since the captain 's
Departure Lists are dated 5 June 1709, evid NS); they sailed 11 June 1709 which must be NS(=
31 May 1709 OS) since the date of arrival in London is stated as 6 June 1709 and the captains
were paid 17 June 1709. The 3 rd Party London Arrivals List was taken at St. Catherine ' s on "2"
June 1709 , again evidently an error ; presumably 20 June was meant.
4 th Party: the 4 th Party embarked at Rotterdam 10-19 June 1709 and sailed on 21 June 1709 ; arrival in
London was 27 June 1709 ; the captains were paid 6 July 1709.
The 4 th Party London Arrivals List was marked "List of Poor Palatines who arrived at St.
Catherines June ll th 1709 , Taken June 16" and the list is headed "June 15, ll, 1709" . Presumably
the list date of 16 June 1709 was Old Style , in view of the departure date (21 June 1709) and the
date the captains were paid (6 July 1709), hence the correct date of this list is 27 June 1709 (New
Style). The "June 15, 11, 1709" notation on the list apparently refers to a Rotterdam departure date
of 22 June (New Style) and a London arrival date of 26 June (New Style) . Thi s hypothesis is
bolstered by the notation "total here now June 26, 1709 6520 " which totals the figures for all
arrivals in Parties 1 through 4.
5th Party: the 5 th Party embarked at Rotterdam 3-10 July 1709 and sailed for London 15 July 1709 ;
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2 nd Party
3rd Party
4 th Party
5th Party
6th Party
7 th Party
8th Party
Subtotal
others
Total
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# passengers # passengers
net
embarked disembarked deaths
925 *
1,283
2,926
1,794
2,776
1,433
1,000 *
1,082
13,219
2.100*
15,319

852
1,193
2,730
1,745
2,650 *
1,350 *
950 *
1,000*
12,470
2.000*
14,470

73*
90
196
49
126*
83*
50 *
82*
749*
100*
849*

%
#of
date the
deaths ships ships sailed

date of
arrival

9
date London
Lists taken

(OS)

(OS)

(OS)

7.9 %
4 30 April*
7 .0%
23May
3
6 .7 %
11 June
10
21 June
2.7 %
5
4.5 %
11
15 July
5.8%
5
28 July
5.0 %
4*
17 Aug
7.6%
4*
22 Oct
5.7 %
46
4.8% 70*
5.5% 116 ships

5May *
27May
16 June
27 June
20 July
2Aug*
24Aug
29 Oct

6May
27May
2[0] June
27 June
no list
no list
no list
no list

* = estimates. In most cases these are quite close to actual numbers, excepting only my estimate that 70 or so
packet ships, etc. moved about 2,000 immigrants from Rotterdam to England during the summer and fall of
1709.
All dates above are in the year 1709 and are given here Old Style i.e. Julian, the
calendar in effect in England until 1752. The original records mix New Style and Old
Style dates somewhat indiscriminately although Old Style predominates.
The total number of German-speaking settlers who arrived in London is not known
exactly, but fairly detailed records were kept by the British authorities for at least the
first six out of the eight organized "Parties" which sailed from Rotterdam. Each Party
of three to eleven ships carried roughly one thousand to three thousand settlers at a
time. The passenger lists of the various Parties were created in connection with the
bookkeeping and auditing needs of the British Government for its transportation and
victualing costs. Luckily for today's genealogists, the records for the first six parties
include the names of heads of families, and in most cases their occupations, their

arrival in London was 20 July 1709. No 5th Party London Arrivals List was taken, hence our only
surviving list of the 5th Party is the 5th Party Rotterdam Departure List. Notations at the end of the
Captains ' lists indicate that nine of the ships were held back by contrary winds for 13 days, with
very significant allowance s then being made for the cost of additional provisions beyond the
normal six days provided. One ship was provided for 10 additional days, and the 11th for 5
additional days. The captains were not paid until 29 July 1709.
6th Party: the 6th Party embarked at Rotterdam 27 July 1709; sailed 28 July 1709; and probably arrived
in London about 2 August 1709. No 6th Party London Arrivals List was taken, hence our only
surviving list of the 6th Party is the Rotterdam departure lists. The last payment to the captains was
made 3 Aug 1709.
7th Party: the 7"' Party's transportation from Rotterdam to London was paid for by private charitable
funds . No embarkation date is known; the Palatines sailed from Rotterdam 17 Aug 1709 and
arrived in London 24 Aug 1709. Apparently no 7th Party passenger lists were kept in either
Rotterdam or London, or at least none are known to have survived, hence we do not know the
names of the passengers on board.
8th Party : the 8th Party 's transport ation from Rotterdam to London was paid for by private charitable
funds. No embarkation date is known . The Palatines sailed from Rotterdam 22 Oct 1709 and
arrived in London 29 Oct 1709. Apparently no 8th Party passenger lists were kept in either
Rotterdam or London, or at least none are known to have survived, hence we do not know the
names of the passengers on board.
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marital status, and the number of their children. In some cases, such as the 2nd Party
Rotterdam Departure List, the children aged ten and upwards are even given by name.
Those in the last two parties (the 7 th and 8th Parties), whose passage to England was
privately funded, plus the roughly 2,000 immigrants who arrived in England by other
means, together made up roughly 25% of the entire Palatine migration to England.
Apparently the names of none of those in the 7th and 8th Parties were recorded - at least
that has been the standard thinking of researchers for many years - and certainly no
lists are known to exist today. Similarly, no known source recites the names, or even
the numbers, of the roughly 2,000 immigrants who arrived in England by traveling
outside the eight parties. However, I would like to suggest that indeed lists were
compiled of the passengers in the 7th and 8th Parties and also of the other 2,000
immigrants who arrived in England by other means. My reasons for thinking that more
lists were compiled are three-fold.
First, the British Government spent considerable sums on feeding the Palatines in
the years 1709, 1710 and 1711, and government spending both then and today
generates significant amounts of paperwork for accounting, auditing, and reporting
purposes. Note that the Hunter Lists of New York, which cover a small segment of the
15,000, were kept in minute detail, as were similar subsistence and victualing lists in
Nova Scotia. The Nova Scotia lists will be published in our next book.
Second , as shown in the table below, by early 1711 someone, most likely a British
Government employee, was able to compile a list which purports to identify with
splendid exactitude the origins of some 15,313 immigrants.
And thirdly, the list below contains the origins of all 15,313 immigrants, while
neither the Rotterdam Departure Lists nor the London Arrival Lists contained
information on the origins of anyone-hence the list below appears to have been
compiled from some source other than the Rotterdam and London Lists. 5
This extremely detailed summarized accounting of the German immigrants was
published in Frankfurt-am-Main and Leipzig, Germany in 1711 in a small book. 6 The
data in the list are so specific that, short of the numbers having simply been invented,
which I doubt, the original data must have come from British Government documents.
This same list was copied, verbatim, into the churchbook of Dreieichenhain, Germany,

5
The existence , and an explanation for the subsequence disappearance , of these records is suggested
by the following item contributed by my co-author Henry Z Jones, Jr.: Some years ago, Hanle had
professional genealogist Peter Wilson Coldham go through records in the Public Record Office in
London for the 1709-1711 period, looking for Palatine names. The search was on a page-by-page basis ,
not relying solely upon the document calendars. Several sources found included remarks to the effect
that 'papers relating to the Palatines' were sent to the House of Commons for action and subsequent
storage. Mr. Coldham inquired of the Keeper of Records/ Archivist for the House of Commons about
the whereabouts of such papers. The answer given was the in the mid-19th century, due to lack of filing
space and presumed lack of importance, certain files and papers were unceremoniously dumped or
destroyed. The so-called 'Palatine papers ' may well have been among them.
6
Das verlangte, nicht erlangte Canaan bey der Luft-Grabern; Oder Ausfo.hrliche Beschreibung Von
der ungliicklichen Reise derer ungsthin aus Deutsch/and nach dem Engelliindischen in America
gelegenen Carolina und Pensylvanien wallenden Pilgrim I absonderlich Dem einsietigen
ubelgegrundeten Hochenthalerschen Bericht wohlbedachtig intgegengescj3t. [no author], "Franckfurt
und Leipzig/ MDCCXI ". The title page, and a number of passages from this book , are quoted in Frank
Reid Diffenderffer, ''The German Exodus to England in 1709" in Pennsylvania German Society
Proceedings and Addresses 7(1897).
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a village located midway between Darmstadt and Frankfurt am Main, probably having
been taken by the pastor directly from the small 1711 book. 7
Liste der nach der Insel Pensylvanien abgereisten Leute
[List of those people traveling to the Island of Pennsylvania]
Aus der Pfaltz [from the Pfaltz or Palatinate]
8,589
Aus dem Darmstattichen [from Darmstadt]
2,334
Aus dem Hanauischen [from Hanau]
1,113
Aus dem Francken-Land [from Ober, Mittel and Unter Franken, now in Bavaria]
653
Aus dem Mahntzischen [from the Archbishopric of Mainz]
63
Aus dem Trierischen [from the Archbishopric of Trier]
58
Aus dem Speyrischen, Wormsischen und Graffschafftlichen [from the ecclesiastical
districts of Speyer, Worms & Grafschaftlich in the Palatinate Rhine provinces] 490
Aus dem Hessenland [from the Electorate of Hesse Darmstadt]
81
Aus dem Zweybrtickischen [from the district of Zweibrticken, in the Palatinate]
125
Aus dem Nassauischen [from the Electorate of Hesse-Nassau]
203
Aus dem Elsass [from Alsace]
413
Aus dem Baadischen [from Baden]
320
Aus allerhand Landschaften ledige Hand-wercks Leute
["from sundry districts, single hand-work servants." Probably this category
included those emigrants who were from Switzerland, plus a few from
Austria , as no Swiss or Austrians are mentioned above.]
871
Summa [Total]
15,313
As shown above, the eight Parties picked up over 13,200 Palatines in Rotterdam
in approximately 46 ships and carried them to London. Roughly 750 passengers (5.7%
of them, a surprising death rate of 1% per day) died during the voyage from Rotterdam
to London, which usually took four to eight days, and about 12,500 Palatines in the
eight Parties survived to walk ashore in London. 8
These eight Parties, however, do not include all German-speaking emigrants who
went to England in 1709 . In addition to the 13,200 Palatines embarked in the eight
Parties mentioned above, perhaps another 2,100 Palatines made the trip from
Rotterdam to London in small groups, often aboard British government packet ships
at government expense but sometimes in other boats at the Palatines' own expense. 9
Altogether more than 15,300 Palatines left Rotterdam for England during the year
1709, of whom about 14,500 arrived safely in England.
Rotterdam departure lists survive for six of the eight Parties (the 2 nd Party through
the 6th Party), while London Arrivals Lists were taken for four of the eight Parties (the
1st Party through the 4 th Party). Eliminating overlapping lists, we have the names of the

7
Translated and published in Henry Z Jones, Jr. , The Palatine Familes of New York: A Study of the
German Immigrants Who Arrived in Colonial New York in 1710, !:vii-viii.
8
The death rate of 1% per day seems quite excessive , and may reflect the fact that this was the frrst
ocean-going experience for the great majority of the passengers , combined with the fact that many of
them had been waiting in Rotterdam in makeshift accommodations for some time prior to departure .
9
This estimate of 2,100 is based on my estimate of 70 ships carrying an average of 30 passengers
each. The British Government specifically encouraged the shipping of Palatines on the packet boats
which carried dispatches between England and the continent. See Knittle, p. 57, etc;.
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heads of families, and sometimes of other family members, covering approximately
11,000 of the 15,300 emigrants, or 72% of the total. Allowing for North American and
Continental sources which supply some other names of known 1709 emigrants,
certainly over 75% and perhaps as high as 80% of all of these 1709 emigrants can be
identified at least as to surname. In addition, I would guess that at least another 2,000
Palatines died on the journey from their homes in Germany and elsewhere, headed to
Rotterdam (and at least a few hundred turned back prior to reaching Rotterdam); hence
about 17,000 German-speaking emigrants left their original homes in 1709. The names
of only a few of the 2,000 who died before reaching Rotterdam are known , usually
from church books in the German and Dutch towns and villages they were passing
through, but in most cases their surnames are known today only because others in their
family did survive to reach Rotterdam .
The surviving Rotterdam Departure Lists for the 2 nd through 61h Parties were
compiled by a number of different clerks who, judging by the spellings used for the
German and Swiss surnames, were Dutch (no Rotterdam Departure List has survived
for the 1st Party). The London Arrivals Lists for the 1st through the 4 th Parties were
compiled by the German Pastors Rev. John Tribekko and Rev. George Andrew Ruperti,
who were generally quite accurate in their spellings of German and Swiss surnames.
As mentioned elsewhere, no lists survive for the 7th and 81h Parties-either from
Rotterdam or London-nor are there any surviving lists of the roughly 2,000
immigrants who got to England by less formal means than the eight organized Parties.
Two other groups of arrivals are customarily excluded from the 1709 Palatine
migration story. First, an earlier group of 55 Germans had arrived in England in 1708;
41 of whom arrived in England together in March or early April 1708 under the
leadership of the Rev. Josua Kocherthal, 10 and a further 14 arrived shortly before 27
May 1708.11 Fifty-one of these Germans (the original 55 less the four members of the
Melchior Gtilch family, who stayed behind in England because the wife, Anna
Catharina, was ill with breast cancer) 12 were sent by the British government to New
York in mid-October 1708 on board the ship Globe. The passage to New York took
over nine weeks, and on 18 December 1708 they landed at Flushing , Long Island, New
York. Two children had been born on the voyage, and apparently there were no
deaths. 13 The settlers spent the winter in New York City, during which time two more
children were born. Then in the spring of 1709, they moved fifty-five miles north of
New York City to settle at the mouth of Quassaick Creek on the west side of the
Hudson River, now the site of Newburgh, New York. Because this small group left
England prior to 1709, many researchers have ignored them and concentrated on the
much larger 1709 immigrants. This small group of 55 people will be covered in the
next book which Hank Jones and I are co-authoring.
Secondly, 106 Swiss headed from Bern for North Carolina arrived in London
together on one ship, which sailed from Rotterdam 30 May 1710 and arrived in New

10

The names of all forty-one immigrants (nine families and one male) are found in a list dated 28
June 1708. This list has been published a number of times already, and so will not be repeated here.
11
The names of these Germans are given in Knittle, pp. 38, 243-244 , with appropriate reference s to
the original PRO sources he used.
12
Anna Catharina( - ) Giilch soon died in England , and on 19 April 1709 Melchior Giilch petitioned
for an order to the Navy Department for transportation to New York .
13
See Knittle , pp . 39-40.
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Castle , England 14 June 1710. As this same ship carried the Swiss onward to North
Carolina on 31 July 1710, many historians have not counted these Swiss among the
1709 Palatine emigrants to London.
It should also be noted that the names on the ships' lists of those departing from
Rotterdam in a given Party do not always match exactly the names of those who arrived
in London as shown in the corresponding London Arrivals List for that Party. The
discrepancies arises from :
a) Simple errors made in compiling the lists: i.e . people who are given incorrect
names , phantom individuals (remember that the ship owners were paid per reported
passenger) , or even people who gave one name at departure and another name or
version of their name on arrival .
b) People who were listed as departing from Rotterdam but not as arriving in
London: these include people who died during the voyage to London, people who got
off the ship after being listed but prior to departure from Rotterdam (and who then died
prior to any subsequent planned departure, or perhaps returned to their original home
in Germany or elsewhere, so they are not listed in any subsequent parties), and also
people who got off one ship after the Rotterdam Departure List was compiled, and then
had to wait until a later Party to get back aboard another ship headed for London. In the
latter case, they will be listed on two Rotterdam Departure Lists but only one London
Arrivals List.
And some of those missing from the London Arrivals Lists are simply people
whose names have been too badly mangled in either the Rotterdam Departure Lists or
the London Arrivals Lists to be recognized and matched to the other list.
c) People who are listed as arriving but not departing: some of them are people
who got on board in Rotterdam after the Rotterdam Departure Lists were compiled, or
who were born on board during the week ' s journey; in either case they arrived in
London without having "departed" from Rotterdam.
And again, some of these are simply people whose names have been too badly
mangled in either the Rotterdam Departure Lists or the London Arrivals Lists to be
recognized and matched to the other list. Note that there are quite a number of entries
where the clerks give only one name, without indicating whether it is a surname or a
Christian name .
d) Ten individuals are listed as "anonymous" on the Rotterdam Departure Lists for
the 2nd and 3rd Parties - although it is not known whether this is because they refused
to give their names or because the list-taker didn't find out their names in time to
include them in the lists.
e) Fraud. Human nature is relatively constant , and fraud has always been with us.
The British Government had long since organized its accounting department to
minimize the inevitable fraud (and the Government itself was far from fraud-free
internally) . A good example of these efforts was the fact that the Palatine passengers
whose passage the Government was paying for, were counted twice - once on departure
from Rotterdam and once again on arrival in London - by wholly unrelated people.
Nevertheless , in editing the Rotterdam and London lists for this book I found one clear
case of significant fraud , one which was quite successful. In the 3rd Party Rotterdam
Departure List, there are 25 consecutive families with a total of 120 people. These same
25 families are then listed in the 3rd Party London Arrivals List. No fraud here - 25
families got on in Rotterdam, and 25 families arrived in London. However, these same
25 families , now with only 119 members, also are listed in the 5th Party Rotterdam
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Departure List. There is no 5th Party London Arrivals List to compare, and perhaps the
captain knew there would be none. In any event, Captain Warens in the 5th Party
collected for 119 'phantom' passengers whom he never carried (they, or rather their
survivors, were already in London), thus he collected for 270 passengers when he
carried only 151. Fraud in government programs is nothing new.

What became of the 14,500 survivors?
The fates of the roughly 14,500 immigrants who arrived in England in 1709, plus
the roughly 1,000 children born to them while they were in England, 14 were approximately as follows:
Sent to New York in 1710
Sent to Ireland in 1710
Less: returned from Ireland to England
Sent to North Carolina in 1710
Settled in various parts of England (rough estimate)
Sent to Jamaica, the West Indies, etc. (rough estimate)
Returned to Rotterdam in the 5 Return Parties 1709-1717
Died in England 1709-1717 (rough estimate, to balance)
Totals

3,000
3,073
-2,100
650
1,000
1,000
4,703
4,174
15,500

The designation "Palatines":
Researchers in America and elsewhere are accustomed to referring to all of the
14,500 German-speaking immigrants to London as Palatines, a designation which
literally meant from the Electoral Palatine area in southern Germany called the
Palatinate. However, as shown in the table on the prior page, the immigrants were
actually German-speaking folk from many different parts of Germany, from Switzerland, with a few from Austria and Alsace. The term originated in England in 1709,
usually being given as the poor Palatines. The immigrants themselves soon picked up
the term, and often called themselves Palatines in later years .
While the term is fully as inaccurate as the term Pennsylvania Deutsch or Pennsylvania Dutch which used to be used commonly for all German-speaking settlers of
colonial Pennsylvania (even the 30% or so who were Swiss and the few percent who
were Austrian or Alsatian), by now it is deeply embedded in the minds of many
genealogists, and is often used even by such serious genealogists as my co-author Henry
Z Jones, Jr. in the title of his monumental The Palatine Families of New York - 1710.
In this book on the New Bern settlement, I use all three terms, Germans, Palatines,
and German-speaking settlers almost interchangeably, although of course I reserve the
term Swiss for those who came from Switzerland - either directly or by way of London.
In a more perfect world, perhaps I would have banished the term Palatine from this
book entirely.

14

Ordinarily 3,000 families with parents of child-bearing age would have had many more births than
the 1,000 I have estimated occurred during the period 1709-1711 (by which time the bulk of the
Palatines had left England). However, ill-health , poor diet, and other stresses of the refugee camps
around London took their toll, and I feel this is as good an estimate as can be made at this time .
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The Royal Commission
The British Government had quite a problem in 1709. Britain had received almost
15,000 Palatines in a short period, and had little to feed them with, little work for them
to do, and no desire to keep them in England. Government funding seemed to be one
solution, private charity another. The Queen of England soon appointed a Royal
Commission, being commissioners and trustees "for the collecting, receiving, and
disposing of the money to be collected for the subsistence and settlement of the poor
Palatines lately arrived in Great Britain".
In the resulting furor which extended over the years 1709-1711, the Queen herself
and the British government spent more than £130,000, while private citizens contributed
over £18,000, in efforts to resolve this problem. The basic question was how much to
spend per Palatine and where to send them, in order to resettle the refugees before they
ate England out of house and home. 15 Fairly quickly the government, through the Royal
Commission, offered £5 per head to almost any organization, colony, or wealthy
individual who would take large or even small numbers of Palatines off England's
hands.
Into this gap stepped a number of worthy and less-worthy individuals with schemes
intended to solve Britain's problem-always using the Britain Government's money.
Among them was Christoph von Graffenried, a somewhat unsuccessful son from a
patrician Bernese family who was reported to have just finished running through a
fortune of £20,000 and was in England at the time. 16
Christoph von Graffenried and another Swiss entrepreneur, Franz Ludwig Michel,
had received permission from the Bernese government to take 120 Swiss from there to
North Carolina, primarily using Bernese government money. Their agreement was made
through Ritter & Cie., an existing company of wealthy men in Bern whom they had
recently joined. Subsequently, upon arrival in London von Graffenried and Michel
signed an agreement with the British Government on 10 Oct 1709 to form a settlement
in North Carolina by taking 600 Germans from the Palatinate, in 92 families, from the
multitude of Palatines who were already in England. A subsidy of £5 : 10:0 per Palatine
was to be paid by the Royal Commission to von Graffenried and Michel "in consideration of and for their transportation into North Carolina aforesaid, and for their
comfortable settlement there." 17 Each Palatine also received directly "the sum of twenty
shillings in clothes", and in some cases other items, such as grindstones, from charitable
individuals and organizations. No distinction by age was made with regard to either the
government transportation subsidy or the clothing allowance-the larger the family, the

15

ln practical terms, the problem was more political and practical. England could easily feed them.
Even in London alone, with a population of about 550,000, the Palatines represented an addition ofless
than 3% to the population. For England as a whole, the addition was negligible.
16
Comparing currencies over centuries is always somewhat difficult, and in this case the task is less
precise because we do not know how much von Graffenried started with. But in any event, if indeed
he ran through £20,000 sterling then he managed to spend or lose very roughly $20 million in today 's
currency .
17
The full text of the agreements is printed in Williamson's History of North Carolina 1:275-281 and
is reprinted in Henry Eyster Jacobs , "The German Emigration to America" , pp . 51-57. The first
agreement, dated 10 Oct 1709, covered 600 Palatines "which may be ninety-two families more or less";
the second agreement dated 21 Oct 1709 covered an additional 50 Palatines to be added on the same
terms. The number of families was not stated, but presumably was about eight.
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larger the subsidy. Eleven days later , on 21 Oct 1709, an additional 50 Palatines were
added to the agreement on the same basis. If 'family' size as defined by von Graffenried
was the same for the additional 50 Palatines, then eight more families were added
making exactly 100 'families' total from London. The 650 Palatines from London and
the 106 Swiss from Bern recruited by von Graffenried and Michel traveled to New Bern,
North Carolina separately and at different times, and their experiences prior to arriving
in North Carolina were quite different.

The Mathematics of Government Subsidies
When the Royal Commission agreed to give von Graffenried and Michel 18 £5:10:0
per Palatine to send 650 of them to North Carolina, giving in addition (evidently from
private donors) each of the Palatines 20 shillings (i.e . £1 :0:0) 19 worth of clothing ,20 the
Commission was spending only £4,225 to solve 5% of their problem. On that basis ,
placing 14,500 Palatines would have cost England only £94,250 - less than the money
the Royal Commission had on hand.
As part of this agreement, von Graffenried stated that he would give each family
250 acres of land. This promise thus was for a total of 25,000 acres for the London
group, presuming that exactly 100 families from London were involved, plus an
additional 5,000 acres presuming that the roughly 20 'families' from Bern were offered
the same agreement, for a combined total of 30,000 acres. He also agreed to give them
appropriate tools, loan them sufficient food for the first year (to be paid back a year
later), and loan each family specified livestock 21 (to be paid back with their increase
seven years later). No mention was made of any adjustment for those passengers and
families who did not survive the trip. In effect von Graffenried was to be paid for each
passenger who departed from England, while he in tum by implication was not going
to make any adjustment with the heirs of passengers and/or families who did not survive
the trip.
From von Graffenried ' s perspective, he figured he had made a good deal. He almost
certainly expected the £3,575 in prepaid cash he received in London to more than cover
all of his cash expenses to move all of the London settlers to North Carolina. Similarly,
whatever agreement Ritter & Cie. had made with the Bernese government was also
expected to more than cover the same costs for the 106 Swiss emigrants. Once in New
Bern, he expected to settle them on 250-acre farms using the 17,500 acres of North
Carolina land his company had already purchased cheaply from the British Government ,
subsidize them for only a year, and then have Ritter & Cie. benefit from the £250 in

18
While both von Graffenried and Michel were party to the agreements with the British Government
and the various Swiss and Germans, Michel is mentioned in fewer of the surviving records . For
convenience, I will generally refer only to von Graffenried in future even though in most cases I mean
both men .
19
Readers are reminded that £1 = 20 shillings , and 1 shilling = 12 pence, and thus there were 240
pence per pound .
20
Although the Germans them selves spoke in their 1747 Palatine Petition of having received the 20
shillings in sterling , not in clothing.
21
According to the Spring 1747 Palatine Petition, von Graffenried promised to provide each family
with two cows and calves, a bull, two sows and pigs, a boar, two ewes and lambs, and a ram . They
spoke only of having to return the 'principal' of the livestock at the end of seven years , not of having
to return the increase .
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annual fees the Palatines would subsequently pay, as well as from development and/or
sale of the 100,000 acres of additional land which the company had under option at a
nominal price. Certainly he didn't spend much time worry about the fact that he had
promised to give the settlers a total of 30,000 acres, almost twice the amount of land that
Ritter & Cie. company actually owned at New Bern.
Von Graffenried (i.e. Ritter & Cie.) also was to receive from the settlers themselves
a total of £250 per year, being a payment of 2 pence per acre annual quit rent , beginning
after five years (2 pence x 250 acres = 500 pence or £2: 1:8 per family x 120 families =
£250). According to the Palatines ' subsequent statements in their Spring 1747 Palatine
Petition , von Graffenried received , in addition, the six pair of hand millstones and two
pair of water millstones which certain "Gentlemen of England" had given to the
Palatines, and he had promised to repay the Palatines once in New Bern at the rate of
£3 for each £1 received in England for their cash savings of some £200 .22 Of course, it
is not surprising to learn that the settlers never received the land, nor much food,
virtually no livestock, and did not get back their grindstones , nor the £650 of subsidy
(whether it was paid in cash or clothing) nor their savings of £200 which they had
entrusted to von Graffenried.
Von Graffenried was somewhat sharper than both the Royal Commission and the
Palatines themselves. He agreed with the Palatines to give each family a farm of 250
acres in the New Bern settlement, plus transportation to New Bern and a subsidy for
them to live on during the first year. But he agreed with the Royal Commission to
receive his subsidy for each person. The distinction becomes much clearer when you
consider that von Graffenried was in control of what constituted a "family". And his
definition was some 50% higher in persons per family than was commonly experienced
during the 18th century migrations. Most families transported by ship to North America
in the 18th century averaged 4-4½ persons per family. Strassburger & Hinke ' s
accounting of roughly 75,000 German-speaking Pennsylvania immigrants for the entire
period 1727-1808 , for instance, was almost exactly 4½ persons per family. Contrast this
with the size of 'families' in von Graffenried ' s report; 650 persons in 100 families for
an average of 6½ per family. Either von Graffenried recruited only families with an
unusually large number of children (and there is no indication that he did so), or he
lumped various related people traveling together into extended families for the purposes
of his agreement to give each 'family' 250 acres of land and other specified support. In
so doing, he was saving a significant amount of money and land.
The agreement made by Ritter & Cie. with the Bernese government is not on
record , but almost certainly von Graffenried and his Swiss associates also received
Bernese government funds. The amount has to be a guess, but I imagine it was well
beyond the 5 Reichtalerperperson subsidy which was paid on 18 March 1709/10 by the
Bernese government to each of the 106 Swiss emigrants; most likely it was similar in
amount to that which the British Government had promised. Similarly, we can only
presume that the Swiss emigrants also were promised by von Graffenried 250 acres per
'family' upon arrival in New Bern, plus support for their first year in New Bern.
Certainly in all later legal actions taken in America, there was no distinction made
between the 106 Swiss who left Bern, Switzerland for New Bern, and the 650 Swiss and
Germans who left London, England for New Bern.

22

See the original 1747 petition, in the appendix here. See also Todd , p. 262 .
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The entire British subsidy was to be prepaid to von Graffenried prior to departure.
Von Graffenried immediately arranged with an acquaintance of his, one Chevalier
named - Fyper, to line up two good vessels and furnish them with the necessary
supplies for the trip to North Carolina. 23 The Royal Commission was several months late
in paying von Graffenried the £3,575 cash subsidy, causing serious financial pressure
on both Fyper and von Graffenried, but in the end the subsidy was paid, apparently in
about December, 1709, and the two ships were able to leave England in January 1710.

The 1710 voyage to New Bern of the two ships from London
The original government estimate of the cost for von Graffenried to ship the
Palatines to North Carolina was £7 each. The reduced figure of £5: l 0:0 (i.e. £5½) which
the government finally allowed to von Graffenried to cover both the transportation to
North Carolina and "their comfortable settlement there" inevitably meant that the ship's
captain, facing a low fixed income figure and variable expenses, was tempted to scrimp
on the cost of food and supplies. It would be quite interesting to know what kind of
arrangement von Graffenried made for the passage of the ships to New Bern. Within a
couple of decades, as the shipping market to America matured, it became common for
the fares to be graduated by age: full fare for ages 14 and up; half fare for age 4 to 14,
and free under 4. At the same time, in most cases there was no fare rebate for passengers
who died, and the cost of their journey was charged to those still living. But in von
Graffenried's case, since he was chartering three entire ships his specific arrangement
may have varied significantly from this.
Von Graffenried arranged for twelve men,to be selected from among the Palatines
to act as 'overseers' for the voyage, presumably six to be on each ship. 24 But while von
Graffenried arranged for the Royal Commission to examine his two Palatine ships prior
to departure, their inspection did nothing to avert the later mortality among the
passengers. During the 13-week voyage, the two Palatine ships had four passengers die
each and every day, day after day, week after week, month after month! This mortality
rate was one of the worst in the entire 18th century history of emigrant transportation.
We do not know many details of the Palatines' journey from London to North
Carolina. They left England early in January 1709/10, in the dead of winter, already
weakened by disease, privation, and hunger from many months spent in refugee camps
around London. They had a truly miserable journey to America, being blown off course
and taking a total of 13 weeks in all, arriving in about the middle of April 1710. During
this time, some 350 passengers 25 died out of 650 aboard the two ships. 26 This means that

23

Todd, pp . 363-4.
Unlike the ten ships in 1710 to New York, where there was one "listrnaster" cho sen for each ship
and where we know the names of each of the Jistrnasters , we do not know the names of the ' lucky'
twelve overseers. Most of them can be guessed rather easily from the names of those who were most
prominent in New Bern in the early years , and perhaps given the mortality on board ship, not all twelve
survived.
25
Von Graffenried says "more than half of them died on the sea. " in a note giving the difference
between the German version and the French version of von Graffenried' s account (Todd, p. 360). The
English translation of the German edition , p . 225, says only "This colony therefore bad half died off
before it was well settled ." The French version says , p . 324, "ii en mourut plus de la moitie Sur Mer."
The German , pp . 121-2, says "so <lass diese Colloney ehe sie sich recht gesetzt halb ausgestorben ."
Todd, p. 109 agrees with the figure of300 survivors out of the 650 passengers . See also my summary
table of the passengers given below which suggests that , if anything, more than 350 died rather than
24
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on average each of the 100 extended families lost a family member every three weeks,
again and again, truly an unusual and terrifying experience.
To make matters worse, "The one ship which was filled with the best goods and on
which those in best circumstances were traveling" 27 was attacked and plundered by a
French privateer at the mouth of the James River within sight of a British man-of-war
which lay at anchor. We know this particular Palatine ship's name (she was the William
and Mary of London) but little else about her, and nothing about the second Palatine
ship. 28 The goods which were plundered from her may well have included the £650 of
clothing which the Palatines had received just before departure from England.

The 1710 voyage to New Bern of the Swiss ship
In contrast to the voyage of the 650 Swiss and Germans from London to New Bern,
our knowledge of the voyage of the 106 Swiss from Bern, Switzerland to Rotterdam,
Holland, then from Rotterdam to Newcastle, England, and from there to New Bern,
North Carolina is unusually detailed. In many ways it is among the most detailed
accounts available for any of the 17th and early 18th century voyages to America. In
addition, we know the names and origins of most of the 106 Swiss. With only a few

less .
26

Von Graffenried, in his 20 April 1711 letter quoted later in this book, specifically confirms that
he had shipped a total of 650 Palatines. Since he was paid a fixed amount per Palatine, not per family,
his figure should be correct. He had agreed on 10 Oct 1709 to take 600 Palatine emigrants from London
in 92 families to be transported in two ships; this 600 was supplemented by a 21 Oct 1709 agreement
for an additional 50 Palatines. See Henry Eyster Jacobs, "The German Emigration to America",
Pennsylvania German Society. Proceedings and Addresses 8 (1898) p. 53. Knittle p. 103 says "One
ship, carrying the best of the supplies, was plundered at the mouth of the James River by a French
privateer", citing Calendar of State Papers, Colonial America and West Indies 1710-1711, p. 114 as
his source. Von Graffenried's own account is even more specific about this incident and presumably
is the source of the account in the Calendar of State Papers.
27
Todd, pp. 225-6. The German original reads: NB: Das Einte Schif so mit den besten Giitren
angefiillt, und wo die vermdglichsten Leuth hatte das ungliick in der Embousse des James Rivier im
gesicht eines dnglischen Kriegschifes so aber am Ancker, von einem frechen frantzdsichen Caper
attaquiert und gepliinderet zu werden. See Todd, p. 122. Von Graffenried' s account in French adds that
this Palatine ship also was partially dismasted; see Todd, p. 360 n.7.
28
From an extract of an undated letter from Col. J enings, President of the Council of Virginia to the
Lords Commissioners of Trade and Plantations, docketed 26 Aug 1710, stating: Great damage is being
done by French Privateers on this Coast. Seven weeks ago [this would be early April 1710 if we
presume that this undated letter was written in June 1710and delivered by 26 Aug 1710] they were first
discovered about our Capes . Since then "they have plundered the William and Mary of London bound
in hither with Palatines, but the passengers [were] too numerous for them to keep [so] they let them go."
Letters from the Board of Trade, etc. -Trade & Plantations, 1 April 1706- 1 April 1723; ADM/1/3815,
located in the Public Record Office, London by the late John Dem.
The letter goes on to state that the Enterprise (sic) had arrived [in Virginia] but in such bad condition
that the Captain has done nothing but refit here since her arrival preparatory to sailing to New York to
clean and then go to Bahama Islands on orders of Col. Dudley , Governor of New England, in order to
discover the strength of the enemy and then return. Thus the British man-of-war which failed to come
to the aid of the Palatines was probably the Enterprize . The Enterprize was a 6 th Rate ship of320 tons
and 46 guns , a prize taken in 1705 by the Triton according to a Ship List of the Royal Navy dated 1 July
1705, located in the Phillipps Collection by the late John Dem.
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years' more work, we will be able to document all 106 as well as the 100 Mayflower
passengers have been documented.
From the 7 April 1711 letter written by Hans RiiegsEgger, the 9 April 1711 letter
of Jakob Wahren, and the 30 April 1711 letter of Christen Janz, we learn a great many
details of the Swiss settlers ' entire journey .29 The Swiss group left the city of Bern, in
Canton Bern, Switzerland, on 18 March 1709/10 in a group totaling 106 persons who
had received a subsidy of 5 Reichtaler per person from the Bernese government. 30 To
a great extent the selection of the emigrants lay in the hands of the local gemeinde
throughout Canton Bern and the Bernese government itself, and thus the makeup of this
group of emigrants is quite different from the group which von Graffenried himself
chose in London. A quick glimpse of the reconstructed passenger lists which I give
below will show that the 106 people from Bern were disproportionately farmers with
very few artisans, and the families involved were extremely small (2.4 persons per
family, vs. 4.2 from the combined Swiss & German group from London).
The journey down the Rhine to Rotterdam was extremely difficult; here they arrived
10 April 1710. The group was held up in Rotterdam for "seven weeks and two days"
(actually seven weeks and one day), during which time two children (i.e. Maria and
Hans Brunen) and one man died. The man would have been Johannes Zaugg, whose
widow reported he died "before the journey began" i.e. before they got on the ship for

29
Hans RiiegsEgger does not mention that the Bernese government also took this opportunity to
force 56 Bernese Anabaptists , who had been in jail for up to two years, to leave for America. Almost
all of them were heads of families . Fifty-five of these Anabaptists, under a 12-man police guard,
embarked 18 March 1709/10 with the 106 other Swiss ; however none of the Anabaptists made it to
North Carolina. Of the 56 Anabaptists who had been held in jail: one died in prison before departure ;
one escaped in Basel, Switzerland during the journey ; 32, mostly sickly old folk, were left behind in
Mannheim, Germany on 28 March 1710 as the group passed through; while the remaining 22
Anabaptists arrived in Nijmegen, Holland 6 April 1710 and were freed 9 April 1710 at the instigation
of Dutch Anabaptists . Three of the 22, Benedict Brechbiihl, a minister and elder from Trachselwald;
Hans Biirki, a deacon from Langnau ; and Melchior Zahler , a deacon from Frutigen , went on to
Amsterdam to report the entire situation to the Mennonite Commission there; their reports are still
extant. See Delbert L. Gratz, Studies in Anabaptist and Mennonite History, pp. 57-58.
30
On 2 March 1709/10 the Bernese authorities decided to pay each of the voluntary emigrants a
subsidy of five Reichtaler each (the 56 Anabaptists being sent forcibly were not included in the
subsidy). On 17 March 1709/10, the day prior to departure, the Staatsrechnung (the official account
book) reports that a subsidy of 2,120 Bernese pounds was paid out to the emigrants. Since at that time
four Bernese pounds= one Reichstaler, this indicates that the subsidy was paid to exactly 106 emigrants
(2,120 -;-4 = 530-;-5 = 106 persons). Faust 2:7 indicates that there were some emigrants of larger
financial means who did not receive the 5 Reichtaler subsidy either partly or entirely, and that therefore
he feels there were a total of 120 such emigrants which would equal the 11 March 1709/10 application
for permission for 120 emigrants , 12 guards, and about 50 Anabaptists to pass through German and
French territory . He does not report why he feels that there were some emigrants who did not accept
the subsidy, nor does he name them. However , the total of 106 emigrants derived from the subsidy
payment matches the total of 106 reported or inferred by the various Swiss letter-writers, all of whom
were physically present during the entire migration. That fact, coupled with the fact that no partial
subsidy was paid (otherwise the total subsidy would not have equaled exactly 2,120 Bernese pounds)
and with considerations of human nature (subsidies have winning ways and are seldom rejected) ,
suggests to me that there were only 106 Swiss emigrants who voluntarily left Bern on 18 March
1709/10, plus the 55 surviving Anabaptists (virtually all of whom were heads of families) who were
being deported.
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England. They then sailed from Rotterdam 30 May 1710 and arrived at Newcastle,
England 14 June 1710 (Christen Jantz says 10 June 1710). On the journey from
Rotterdam to Newcastle two women died (one was the wife of Christen Jantz; she died
6 June 1710; the name of the other Swiss woman isn't yet known, but can be guessed
from the reconstructed passenger list I give); at Newcastle they were held up for an
additional four or five weeks. During this time one more Swiss must have died since
only 100 were now left in the group (this would have been Catharina Zaugg, Johannes
Zaugg' little daughter). 3 1 At the same time, the group was increased by the addition of
Christoph von Graffenried and his 19-year-old son.
The Swiss emigrants' ship finally set out from Newcastle, England about 31 July
1710. It then lay at anchor out at sea for eight days and finally, with a newly assembled
fleet totaling seven ships, 32 set sail for America on Saturday, August 9th. 33 The Swiss
group, now totaling 100 of the original 106 from Bern plus the two von Graffenrieds,
was increased on 31 July 1710 by the birth on board ship of Hans RtiegsEgger's
grandson.
During the eight week journey to America, Ruegsegger reported, "none of the 100
persons died", while Jakob Wlihren reported in a similar vein that "one more got off the
ship than got on in England." This was only ninety years after the 1620 voyage of the
Mayflower to New England, during which voyage the Pilgrims also lost none of their
100 passengers and enjoyed one birth on board ship. Both the Pilgrims and the Swiss
& Germans were fortunate to have had good relations with the local Indians upon arrival
in America and both settlements, after their lucky and healthy voyages, suffered
significant death rates in the initial months after arrival in America. The parallels can
be stretched too far-but in any event the Swiss experience in 1710 was far closer to the
Pilgrim experience of 1620 than it was to the multitude of Swiss and German
immigrants who subsequently arrived in Philadelphia in the 60 years prior to the
American Revolution. The great Atlantic shipping boom in moving migrants from

31
Faust 2:7, quoting from German Ameri can Annals, New Series , Vol. 11 No. 5 and 6 (pp. 285-302,
esp. p. 292) reports that two of the Swiss (i.e. Johann Heinrich Hans and his wife Maria Magdalena
Simon) stayed behind in London. It appears likely to me that the Simon family were among the Swiss
who were already in London . If so, then the fact that this couple remained in London does not affect
the Swiss ship count since they did not arrive in London on the Swiss ship, nor leave on it; they would
have traveled to North Carolina on one of the two Palatine ships.
Both Johannes Zaugg and his daughter Catharina were reported to have died on the journey. The
widow's wording in her 15 April 1711 letter clearly implies that they died at different times and places .
Since Johannes Zaugg died in Rotterdam, Catharina must have been the unstated Swiss who died at
Newcastle . See the section under Johannes Zaugg .
32
Von Graffenried , in Todd, p. 366, in the English translation of the French edition, says: "We were
seven vessels bound for America which made sail in company with those which were bound for
Denmark, Sweden and Muscovy. " Von Graffenried also notes, p. 365, that the captain of the Swiss ship
was also "master of it" and a citizen of Boston, implying that the captain owned the ship, while on p.
369 he mentions that the captain was born in Boston .
33
Todd, p. 366, from the English translation of the French version of von Graffenried ' s account, says
that they set sail "about 3 o'clock in the afternoon with a favorable wind and a fine day" and then
speaks of "the next day which was a beautifully calm Sunday " . This would have been Sunday, August
10th , hence the ship sailed on Saturday August 9th after having left New Castle 8 days before, i.e. 1
August 1710.
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Europe to North America had not yet taken shape, and there were few facilities in place
at either end of the voyage.
The Swiss landed "at Guiguetan, now called Hampton" in Virginia 11 Sept 1710,34
then traveled 100 miles south by land and sea. During this short trip, one woman died
(evidently this was Anni Engel, since she had been sick "the whole journey"), and the
Swiss then arrived at von Graffenried's house in New Bern on 29 Sept 1710.
RiiegsEgger specifically reports that "Of 100 Persons 9 have died so far", thus by
inference an additional eight Swiss died in North Carolina between their arrival on 29
Sept 1710 and his letter of7 April 1711 (Anni Engel being the 9th death). 35 One of these
eight was Maritz the shoemaker who, Christen Jantz reports, died after arrival on
Maritz' own land. Among the other deaths were Christen W alcker and his wife, and also
HanB RiiegsEgger the younger who died 26 Feb 1710/11. The names of the other four
Swiss who died in New Bern soon after arrival are not yet known.
Jantz then goes on to say "Otherwise none of us from Siebenthal died, but of the
others, three Palatines; but among those where we live a great many died." His meaning
seems unclear; perhaps he meant 'Otherwise none of us from Siebenthal died, but of the
others, three [Swiss who arrived with the] Palatines [died.]; but among those [Palatines]
where we live a great many died.' In any event, Jantz was commenting on the very high
death rate among the Palatine settlers and the much lower death rate among the Swiss
settlers.
This major variation in survival rates reflects the significant differences between
the single Swiss ship, carrying a cohesive group of healthy settlers all from one area of
Switzerland on the one hand (the Swiss emigrants traveled together continuously, and
did not spend time in the vicinity of London in what were essentially refugee camps),
and the two Palatine ships carrying a polyglot group of passengers, many of whom were
sick (the Palatine contingent from London were assembled from many different origins
and had already been living in camps in the vicinity of London for many months). It
may also reflect the much smaller passenger load of 102 on the Swiss ship vs. 325 for
each of the two Palatine ships from London - however since we know nothing of the
relative sizes of the ships, this has to be a guess.
Given the Swiss penchant for detail and the fact that the Bernese government bad
spent 2,120 Bernese pounds (= 530 Reichsthaler) on the North Carolina emigrant
scheme in individual subsidies alone, certainly originally there was a complete list of
all 106 Swiss emigrants filed in the Bernese archives, as well as a list of the 56
Anabaptists who were being deported at the same time. Gottlieb E. Kurz, then Archivist
at Staatsarchiv des Kantons Bern, stated early in the 20th century that the original list of
the Bernese emigrants had been lost by that time. 36 I consider it quite possible that
someday we will find either the original list or a copy of it somewhere within
Staatsarchiv des Kantons Bern.

34

Todd, p. 369; also cited in Knittle, p. 104.
Christen Engel 's 8 April 1711 Jetter reports Anni's death and says "no one has died except three
women", which seems an odd statement. Perhaps he meant since arrival in North Carolina , or perhaps
he is referring to the same three deaths that Jantz mentions below.
36
Faust, p.Il:6 is quite exact in calling it the List of Emigrants recruited by the Firm Ritter & Cie and
supported by the Government, implying that he had found a specific reference to such an list, but Faust
also indicated that the list was no longer to be found.
35
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Reconstructed Passenger Lists to New Bern 1710
I have been able to identify 157 of the approximately 177 Swiss and German families
who sailed on the three ships to New Bern, and have been able to identify at least by
surname roughly 663 out of the 752 passengers. But for about 20 families with an
estimated 89 members, every single person in their family died during the voyage thus
leaving no written records of them whatsoever. Unless we find a passenger list in the
Public Record Office at some future point in time, those 20 families probably will never
be identified.
As with most summaries, the lists below ignore the numerous ambiguities in the
original data. For instance , in the write-ups of some of these passengers I have indicated
that it is not clear whether they are Swiss or German, but in the summary itself given
below I have assigned them to either the Swiss or German groups based upon my
judgment. Similarly, some are definitely Swiss but it is not definite whether they came
from Bern and arrived on the Swiss ship, or whether they were Swiss who were
recruited in London and arrived on one of the two Palatine ships. Again, for purposes
of the summary below I have had to use my best judgment.
Notes on the reconstructed passenger lists given below:
Occupation and religion: these are taken first from London Lists whenever possible, otherwise
from self-described occupations in deeds, etc. or, finally, assigned from the amount of land
they owned (tradesmen don't usually purchase 300-acre farms, for example) . The
abbreviations for religion are: R=Reforrned ; L=Lutheran ; C=Catholic; B=Baptist.
no list refers to Rotterdam or London lists which are no longer extant
no list/6 means no London List exists but l have used the number 6 for departure calculations
missing/5 means missing from the existing London List but I have used 5 for those calculations
Number in family in Rotterdam is taken from the Rotterdam Departure Lists or from the Swiss
letters home. If no number is known, I have put ' ?'
Number in family in London is taken from the London Arrivals Lists or, ifnecessary, estimated .
I have presumed for purposes of these lists that birth and deaths during the period from arrival
in London until the departure for North Carolina were equal, and thus have used the London
arrival figure also as the total for passengers who sailed for America.
1710: an estimate of the number of immigrants who arrived safely in New Bern in l 710 . Von
Graffenried and his son are included but other, non-German-speaking officials who were on
board are excluded
1714: an estimate of the number of the 1710 arrivals who were still living in 1714 (i.e. births in
New Bern 1710-1714 are excluded), whether living in New Bern or elsewhere .

Reconstructed passenger lists to New Bern in 1710
Germans from London on the two ships which arrived at New Bern in April 1710:
Head of Family

Occupation , religion Party

tailor, R 2nd
Johannes Amann
Johann Philipp am Ende husbandman & vinedresser, L 1st
linen & cloth weaver, R 4th
Henrich Barlebach
carpenter, R 1st
Christian Bauer
Georg Bauer[?]
smith, L 1st
[Ludwig?] Becker
? ?
- Bender [son Martin]
son a cordwainer ?
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----------number in family----------London 1710 1714
Rotterdam

2
2
4 no list/4
missing
7
no list
7
no list
1
?
7E
?
6E

2
3
1
4
1
3
3

2
3
1
4
1
1
1
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?
6E
son a farmer ?
Joseph Benni
Johann Henrich Berg
farmer 6th
1 no list/I
farmer 5th
4 no list/4
Hans Michel Bickel
[Johan?] Blyler
son a potter 2nd?
5
SE
[Georg?] Born
farmer 5th ?
7 no list/7
husbandman & vinedresser, C 4 th
4
4
Mattheas Bohr
Georg Brandheimer husbandman & vinedresser, L 3rd?
6
6
Maria Braun
? ?
?
6E
7
6
Jost Brothecker
husbandman & vioedresser, R 4th
[Caspar?] Bucher husbandman & vinedresser, C 4 th ?
1
1
John Depp
planter ?
?
7E
farmer ?
?
7E
Johannes Dohmbtihl
Andreas Dorman
farmer 6th ?
1 no list/1
- Durian (John & Mary, orphans)
? ?
?
7E
- Eckert (Anna, orphan)
? ?
?
6E
husbandman & vioedresser, R 3rd
Reinhard Eibach
5
5
wheelwright, R 1st
Johann Valentin Eibach
1
1
Conrad Eichhorn
farmer ?
?
6E
[Peter?] Enders
?
SE
son Peter a planter 3rd?
[Jacob?] Fetsch
turner, L? 3rd?
4
4E
Johann Martin Franck schoolmaster, later potter, L 3rd
1
1
farmer ?
1
1
Wilhelm Franck
-Gartner
? ?
?
6E
cooper, R 4th
Christian Ganter
5
6
Henrich Gerst
husbandman & vinedresser, L 2nd
5
5
Johann Michael Giessabel smith (later farmer), L 3rd
missing
3
[Johann?] Gnage (orphan Georg)
carpenter, C? 3rd?
5
5
farmer ?
Dietrich Gobel
?
6
-Granatha
farmer ?
?
8E
[Hans?] Jacob Grinder
husbandman & vinedresser 4th
1
1
Johann Herman Grtimrn
farmer 5th
1 no list/1
-Hackel
farmer? ?
?
8E
Peter Hand/Handy
farmer ?
?
6E
Daniel Handwerker husbandman & vinedresser, R 3rd
1
1
Peter Handwerker husbandman & vinedresser, R 3rd
1
1
Johann Hasler
husbandman & vinedresser, R? 1st ?
?
4E
Christian Heidelberg
farmer ?
?
6E
[Johann Wilhelm?] Heimann
6 DO list/6
son a farmer 6th
Peter Henche
farmer ?
?
6E
Ulrich Hess
farmer 5th
4 no list/4
Friedrich Hofmann
farmer ?
?
SE
[Anna Margaretha(-)?] Hubbach?
R? 4 th ?
4
5
Johann Jacob Huberhusbandman & vioedresser, L 3rd
5
5
husbandman, B 1st
Andreas Hubscher
no list
7
- Hudler [orphan John]
son a farmer ?
?
7E
Solomon Jordan
farmer ?
?
6E
Johann Simon Kohler husbandman & vinedresser, R 3rd
5
5
? 3rd7
Elisabeth[(-)?]
Kraft
?
6E
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2
1
3
3
5
2
1
3
3
1
5
4
1
2
1
3
1
2
5
4
1
1
3
4
2
3
4
6
2
1
1
4
4
1

0
1

1
1
3
2
5
2
1
1
1
1
4

0
1
2
1
1
1
2
3
4
1
1

0
1
1
3
1
6
2
1
1
2
2
1

0
0
3 1
1 1
3 1
2 1
3 1
1 1
4 4
3 1
1 1
1 1
2 2
2 2
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Peter Krassle
? ?
Johann Kuntz
husbandman & vinedresser, C 2nd
Sarah[(-)?] Leichtblatt
? ?
Peter Lutz
husbandman & vinedresser, L 3rd
Peter Mallert
farmer ?
Heinrich Mechle
farmer 5th
Johannes Friederich Merkert
linen weaver, R 3rd
Georg Metz
carpenter, L 3rd
Georg Michelwolf
farmer ?
Christopher Miller
farmer? 2nd
Adam Mohr
farmer ?
Andreas Moors/Mohr
farmer? ?
Friedrich Moritz
merchant ?
[Hans?] Jacob Muller
baker, R? 2 nd?
? 5th
[Johann?] Heinrich Oberschleich
Johann Regene
? ?
-Reigert
? ?
Abraham Remy
farmer ?
rd
Nicholas Riem/Riemer
husbandman & vinedresser, R 3
Martinus Friedrich Rieser
schoolmaster, L 4' h
Mattias RieBenhober
husbandman, L 2 nd
? 6th
Caspar Rutschi
-Schaffer
? ?
Johann Jacob Scheibe
farmer ?
? 3rd
Andreas Scheide
Tobias Schilfer
farmer 6th
Ludwig Schilfer
farmer 6th
? 51h
- Schilling [Christopher, orphan]
farmer?
Christian Schlabach
[Georg?] Schneider
farmer? ?
Christian Friedrich Schonefeld
coppersmith ?
Johan Bernhart SchonneWolff
tailor 6th
Jacob Schutz
farmer ?
Matthias Tobias Schwanner
farmer ?
farmer ?
Johann Conrad Schwanner
Johann Metall Schwanner
farmer ?
- Steel [Alexander, orphan?]
? ?
husbandman & vinedresser, R 3rd
Johann Daniel Tetsche
rd
Johann Caspar Timmermannhusbandman & vinedresser, L 3
- Treaver (Jacob, orphan)
? ?
? l 't?
- Trautvetter (Johann Georg, orphan)
[Wilhelm] Walles
? ?
husbandman & vinedresser, R 3rd
Franz Wann
tailor, L 3r?
[Caspar?] W eisenegger
Johannes Weitzell husbandman & vinedresser, L 1st
[Philipp?] Weniger
farmer? 5th?
to NYC
Benedictus W ennerich
-Wolff
? ?
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?
6E
missing
5
?
6E
6
5
?
8E
inissing/5
3
3
missing
2
?
6E
3
3
?
8E
?
8E
?
8E
4
4
9 no list/9
?
6E
?
6E
?
6E
6
6
4
1
5
5
3 no list/3
?
8E
?
6E
lnissing/3
4 no list/4
4 no list/4
5 no list/5
?
7E
?
6E
?
6E
1 no list/1
6E
?
4E
?
1E
?
1E
?
7E
4
4
missing
2
?
6E
no list
6E
?
6E
4
5
1?
1
4
no list
2?
2E
?

6E

3 2
4 1
1 1
3 3
4 4
3 3
3 3
2 1
1 1
3 3
5 5
5 4
6 6
3 3
2 1
3 1
3 1
3 0
3 3
1 1
5 5
2 2
6 4
1 1
1 1
1 1
2 2
3 1
6 6
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
4 1
2 2
2 2
3 1
3 1
2 2
3 1
2 1
3 3
2 2
4
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Johann Zeller
cooper and brewer, L 3rd
Lorentz Zoilllair
? ?
Philipp Zweller
husbandman & vinedresser, C 3rd
Subtotal: 106 German families from London 37

1
?
5

[June

1
6E

1 1
3 1
---2 _1 l
500 263 187

Swiss from London on the two ships which arrived at New Bern in April 1710:
Head of Family

Occupation, religion Party
1714

husbandman & vinedresser, C
Bendicht Blosch
Peter B iihlmann
farmer
linen & cloth weaver, R
Daniel Buset
farmer
Peter Colbert
farmer
Joseph Colliot
Heinrich Haberstich
farmer
- Heimberger
farmer
mason & stonecutter , R
Nicholas Isler
gentleman
Franz Ludwig Michel
smith, R
Johannes Ludiger Miiller
Bendicht Simon
farmer
Louis Thomas
doctor
[Johann?] Jacob WyBmer husbandman & tailor, B
Subtotal : 13 Swiss families from London:

----------number in family----- -----Rotterdam London 1710

3rd
5th
4'h
?
?
6th
?
3rd
n/a
2nd
5th
?
1st

5
5
3 no list/3
10
10
?
6E
?
6E
2
2
?
6E
7
7
1
1
1
1
6 no list/6
?
4E
_..1
no list
61

Summary of the two Palatine ships:
Subtotal of 106 German families from London
Subtotal of 13 Swiss families from London
Plus: roughly 20 other families (names unknown) which
entirely died out on the voyage (# extrapolated)
Total passengers on the two ships from London

1
3
6
3
3
2
4
7
1
1
4
3

1
2
6
2
3
0
0
7
1
1
1
3

-1

_l

41 29

500 263 187
61 41 29
_fil _Q _Q
650 304 216

Swiss from Bern on the Swiss ship which arrived at New Bern 29 Sept 1710:
Head of Family

Johanna Magdalena Bartschi
Hans Berger
[HanB?] Brunen
-des Ruines
Jacob Egender
Christen Engel
Samuel Jacob Gobeli
Johann Jacob Gotschi

Occupation, religion Party
1714

servant?
farmer
farmer?
servants?
?
farmer
farmer
farmer , scribe

Bern
Bern
Bern
Bern
Bern
Bern
Bern
Bern

----------number in family----------Rotterdam London 1710

1

1

4

4
5
2
1E
6
1
1

5
2
1E
6
1
1

1

1

4 4
5

0

2

0

1
5
1

0
2
1

1

1

37
There also were a number of North Carolina official s on board, including the Chief Justice , the
Surveyor General John Lawson, the Receiver General Gale , etc . They are omitted here for the obviou s
reason that they were not immigrants , much less German- speaking .
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Anna Griess
? Bern
Jacob Himler
farmer Bern
-Hopf
farmer Bern
Samuel Huntzinger
farmer Bern
Christen JanBi
farmer Bern
Rudy Kistler
farmer Bern
Christen Ktintzli
tanner Bern
Bendicht KtipferSchrnied
farmer Bern
Johanna Salome (May) Ltiti
pastor's widow Bern
-Maritz
shoemaker Bern
-Munz
tailor Bern
-NuBbaum
farmer Bern
Margaretha Pfund
? Bern
-Raubly
farmer Bern
Peter Real & brother
servant? Bern
Peter Retitiger
farmer Bern
-Robert
farmer Bern
Hans RtiegsEgger
farmer Bern
-Stucki
farmer Bern
Peter Treuthardt
farmer? Bern
Christoph von Graffenried
gentleman Bern
Jakob Wahren
farmer Bern
- Wahren, brother of Jakob
farmer Bern
Christen Walcher
farmer Bern
Andreas Weinmann
tradesman Bern
Anna Wi.ihl
? Bern
Johannes Zaugg
farmer? Bern
Isaac Zehender
gentleman Bern
Ziorjen brothers & mother
farmers Bern
Caspar Z' obrist
farmer Bern
Subtotal: 38 Swiss families from Bern on the Swiss ship

1
1
2E
2E

27
1

3
3
3E

1
2E
2E
3
3E
8
2
3
1
1
3E
1
2E
2
1
3
3
3E

1E

1E

0
3E
IE
10
1
1
2

2
3E

1E

1E

6

6

4

3E
8
2
3
1
1
3E
1
3E
2
1

9

10338

1E

10
1
1
1

1
1
2
2
3
3
8
3
3
1
1

3
1
2
2

1
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
1

1

1

3
3
3
1
2
3
1
10
1
1
1
1
6

2
0
1
0
2
0
0
1
1
1

-2 -2

1
1
1
~

102 102 32

38
A total of 106 Swiss left Bern (excluding the 55 Anabaptists and their guards) , all of whom arrived
safely in Rotterdam . While waiting in Rotterdam, two children (Maria and Hansli Brunen) plus one man
(Johannes Zaugg) died, leaving 103 Swiss, which is the number used above for those leaving
Rotterdam . On the voyage from Rotterdam to Newcastle, two women died (Christen JanJ.li' s wife and
one other), leaving 101 Swiss who arrived in Newcastle. For purposes of this table, I've presumed the
second death on the voyage to Newcastle was Raubly ' s wife or child , but it could have just as easily
been Stuck.i's, NuGbaum' s, etc.
While waiting in Newcastle, Catharina Zaugg, Johannes Zaugg ' s little daughter, died, leaving 100
Swiss. For the two Palatine ships, the table above uses the same number for those who arrived in
England and those who left it for New Bern. For the Swiss ship, the "London " number of 102 represents
those who were on board the ship for New Bern, including the two von Graffenrieds who joined from
London.
Just before departure for New Bern, Christoph von Graffenried and his son of the same name joined
the group, but the Swiss letter-writers did not consider them part of the group, and reported that exactly
100 Swiss left from England. There was one birth (Hans RiiegsEgger's grandson, born 31 July 1710)
during the eight week voyage, and thus "101 " (103 including the von Graffenrieds) arrived in Virginia.
Anni Engel then died on the short trip to New Bern , and 100 surviving Swiss (i.e. 102 with the von
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Plus: 139 Swiss and German families on the two ships from London

650 304 216

Grand Total of 177 Swiss and German families on the three ships:

752 406 248

Children orphaned during the 1710 voyage to New Bern
Based on the roughly 350 deaths during the voyage, there may have been as many
as 50 to 100 Swiss and German children in the New Bern settlement who were now
'orphans' in April 1710, as defined at that time in history (loss of a father alone would
make you an orphan). Almost certainly all of these 'orphans' were then bound out at the
quarterly court sessions of Craven Precinct during 1710 and 1711 to various masters;
the boys to serve to the age of 21 and the girls to the age of 18 or marriage, whichever
came first. Children aged 14 and above had the right to choose whom they were bound
to; those under 14 had no such right. 39 The children's mothers, if still living, had no
legals rights in the matter. Based on the records of the 18 Swiss and German 'orphans'
bound out at the end of the Tuscarora Indian War, all of those children orphaned on the
1710 voyage would have been bound out to German-speaking masters. 40
The 'orphans' bound out in 1710 and 1711 legally would have been born in the
period April 1689-April 1710; or in practical terms born in the period 1692-1709 for
boys and 1694-1709 for girls. 41 Thus the boys would have come oflegal age in the years
1713-1730, and would have begun to appear in various court records after they came of
age. The girls are a much more difficult research problem; with no marriage records nor
birth or baptismal records for their subsequent children, almost none of the girls appear
in any records at all. Unfortunately, all Craven Precinct court records prior to 22 Jan
1712/13 were burned during the Tuscarora Indian War, while all records 1720-1729, (as
well as those for 1735, 1736 and half of 1737) also are lost. Thus many of the male
'orphans' from the voyage are not found in any Craven Precinct records until the 1730s,
giving the impression that they are new to the area even though they had spent almost

Graffenrieds) arrived in New Bern 29 Sept 1710.
Between 29 Sept 1710 and 7 April 1711, eight more Swiss died in New Bern , being Maritz the
shoemaker, Christen Walcher and his wife, HanB RiiegsEggerthe younger on 26 Feb 1710/11, and four
others whose names aren't yet known to me.
39
There are always exceptions to rules, particularly in small localities on the frontier as New Bern
was. For instance , Mary Rountree "an orphan about the age of thirteen years" chose Thomas Smith ,
weaver, as her guardian on 20 June 1745 (CravenCoCt 1742-8 , p . 65. Also , when Charles and George
Cogdale, orphans, were released from their master Geo . Bell, Esq. On 17 Aug 1714, they were allowed
to go free without a replacement master even though they were only in their high teens at the time . But
the court was usually quite careful to determine the exact age of 'o rphans' , since that age would
determine the date of their subsequent freedom.
40
The Craven Precinct and later County court paid quite a bit of attention to 'orp hans' . Many times
the court called for accountings from the various masters, although no such accounts are included in
the records themselves . On 24 Sept 1745, for instance , it speaks of getting a separate book to enter
orphans ' names into , etc. (CravenCoCt 1742-8 , p. 72).
41
Children who were almost of legal age (18 for girls, 21 for boys) , often were not bound out at all.
In practical terms, boys born prior to 1692 and girls born prior to 1694 were too close to legal age for
most masters to want them . Similarly , given the terrible conditions during the 1710 voyage and the
months leading up to it I consider it highly unlikely that there were children born during the end of
1709 and during 1710. If any were born , likely they soon died.
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all of their lives there. You will see in the following pages a fair number of settlers who
I believe fit into this category.

Letters sent back to Switzerland in April and May 171142
On 11 April 1711, von Graffenried received a Jetter from his Swiss partners at
Ritter & Cie. dated the previous August 23 rd 1710, addressed both to himself and to his
partner Franz Ludwig Michel. Von Graffenried then quickly recruited one of his Swiss
settlers, Johann Jacob Gotschi to take a letter of reply back to Switzerland. Gotschi left
New Bern for Switzerland by way of Philadelphia on 22 April 1711 with five guineas
of von Graffenried's money together with a small bill of exchange of about the same
amount and an unexpected willingness to charge many expenses to von Graffenried's
name on his way from North Carolina to Switzerland.
It appears that the Swiss settlers had been expecting an opportunity to send letters
back to Switzerland at about this time, since several of the letters which survive are
dated prior to 11 April 1711.43
Letter dated
undated-late 1710?
7 April 1711
8 April 1711
8 April 1711
9 April 1711
15 April 1711
20 April 1711
20 April 1711
20 April 1711
30 April 1711
6 May 1711
undated-April 1711?

Writer
Michael Ziorien and Salome von Mtihlenen
Hans RuegsEgger
Samuel Jacob Gabley and Margreth Pfund
Christen Engel
Jacob Wahren
Anna Eva (-) Zant
five different people [written by Johann Jacob Gotschi]
Christoph von Graffenried
Bendicht Zionien
Christen Janzen
Christoph von Graffenried 44
(HanB?) Brunen

42
These Swiss letters have been transcribed and published, both in German and English , several
times over the past three centuries. Ten of them were transcribed and published in English translation
in German American Annals, New Series, Vol. 11 (No. 5 and 6) pp. 285-302. They were then
summarized, in English, in Lists of Swiss Emigrants 2:9-13 . The best scholarly treatment in German
was in Alles ist gan z anders hier; while three of the letters were then newly translated into English from
Alles ist gan z anders hier by the same editors and published by Picton Press in America Experienced ,
pp.14-21.
43
The letters in Todd are best read in German, especially with regard to surnames , which
unfortunately often were Anglicized or otherwise changed in spelling when translated into English and
published .
44
Todd , p. 282f . There are other letters by von Graffenried available; for instance he wrote a letter
to Henry Lord , Bishop of London, dated "New Bern in Carolina April the 20, 1711" in which he speaks
of "The misfortune I mett withall in being unexpectedly hurried away from London , to New Castle to
meet my Suissers in order to transport them into Nord Carolina after these 650 Palatines I had Send
before which unlookt arrival] of them so far North gave me no time to pay my Duty to your Lordship ."
He was explaining why, because of the unexpected arrival of the Swiss ship at New Castle, he did not
have time to pay his respects to the Bishop before he joined the ship and left for North Carolina .
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The contents of these letters are covered elsewhere, both under the sections of the
individual settlers who wrote them, and also in the accounts of the voyage to New Bern
which they contain.
The Spring 1711 Swiss Map:
One of the most valuable, and in many ways most interesting, original sources of
information on New Bern is the map which is reproduced here. It was completed in
March or April 1711, probably by Franz Ludwig Michel or von Graffenried. 45 In a letter
sent back to his partners in Switzerland, dated Carolina, Newburn, May 6, 1711, von
Graffenried says: ''The map of the city and colony was sent in the previous letter and
Mr. Botschi is bringing one also." 46 The prior letter was apparently written in response
to their letter of 23 Aug 1710, received in New Bern 11 April 1711, therefore the first
copy of the map had been mailed back to them in April 1711. However, von Graffenried
reported that Gotschi, who had been hired to take the map, report, and letters back to
Switzerland, departed on 22 May 1711.
The 1711 Swiss Map is labeled Plan des Schweytzischeren Coloney zu Carolina
Angefangan in October 1710 druch Christophel von Grajfenriedt und Frantz Ludwig
Michel. On it, von Graffenriedt and Michel carefully indicated a total of 93 households
in the New Bern settlement. Probably because it was drawn up as a report to his
business partners in Bern, the map gives the names only of the Swiss settlers; none of
the Germans are named, although all of their cabins are shown on the map.
The structures marked on the spring 1711 Swiss Map
26 Swiss cabins are marked, each with the surname and sometimes also the
Christian name of the settler. Both the Swiss who came directly from Bern
and the Swiss from London are specifically labeled, with no differentiation,
although the Swiss living in New Bern itself, like the Germans living there,
are not named.
48 German cabins are marked, but none of the occupants' names are given
20 familien houses in New Bern, none with the name of the occupant indicated
1 proprietors' lodging/storehouse in New Bern [i.e. von Graffenried, Michel,
and their household]
2 Indian cabins [evidently King Taylor and one other]
_l
English cabin [i.e. William Brice]
98 households, of which 95 are German-speaking (possibly including some
French-speaking Swiss)
1 grist mill site, under construction
1 saw mill site, under construction
1 future church site
1 copyhold of 600 morgen
_1
Society [i.e. Ritter & Cie.] copyhold
103 structures marked on the map

45
The map spells their names as "Christophel von Graffenriedt und Frantz Ludwig Michel" . I think
it unlikely that Christoph von Grafferenried would spell his Christian name as Christophel and his surname with a final 't' here, when he did not do so elsewhere. Thus either Michel spelled bis first name
Frantz not the much more common Franz, or the two men dictated the inscriptions to someone else,
quite possibly Landt Schreiber Gotschy (as Gotschy's name was so eloquently inscribed on the map.
46
Todd, p. 292.
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The structures shown on the Spring 1711 Swiss Map
1
2
3

gebruder Wiihren ["the Wahren brothers"]
[same item; the original is written over both 1 & 2]
Gobeli
4
Jae. Ziorien
5
Ind. cabin [Indian cabin, either King Taylor or members of his tribe]
6
Ind. cabin [Indian cabin, either King Taylor or members of his tribe]
7
[German cabin]
[written below# 7 is: Waldung von schonem zimmer Holtz bequam zur Statt,
auffgenommen ["Forest of good carpentry wood , convenient to town, taken up."]
8
Lehngiiatli von 600 Morgen ["Copy hold of 600 morgen." The building indicated
here is not the same shape as the sketches of the various cabins, so presumably
it was a woodshed or similar structure .]
9
Stucki
10
Samuel Huntziger
11
[German cabin]
12-31 20 familien im Stedtli New Bern
habt /000 Morgen ["20 families in the city of New Bern; they have 1,000
morgen ofland." There are sketches of approximately 20 or 22 houses indicated ,
with details too small to be certain of the exact number. There also is a sketch of
a free-standing building, probably von Graffenried's fort, inside the town and
near the bottom. 47 ]
32
von Graffenried's house and storehouse which he spoke of as in dem Hof
Probably this is the free-standing building marked in the center of New Bern.
Apparently Franz Ludwig Michel also lived there.
33
Capite Brices [Captain Brice's]
La.ndt Schreiber Gotschy [Clerk of Court Gotschy]
34
35
[German cabin]
36
Casper Z 'obrist
37
[German cabin]
38
[German cabin]
39
[German cabin]
40
[German cabin]
41
[German cabin]
42
[German cabin]
43
[German cabin]
44
[German cabin]
45
[German cabin]
46
[German cabin]
47
[German cabin]
48
[German cabin]
49
[German cabin]
50
[German cabin]
51
[German cabin]

47
Von Graffenried spoke of "in den Hof ', a small fort, where be lived. See Todd , pp. 132 (German ),
236 (Engli sh), 382 (Engli sh note).
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52
[German cabin]
53
[German cabin]
54
[German cabin]
55
[German cabin]
56
Haberstich
57
Walcher
58
Hopf
59
[German cabin]
60
Muller
61
Nufibaum
62
[German cabin]
under #62: Melford redute So zur sicherheit an/angst, gegen die Indianer auff gerichtet
["Melford redoubt which was erected in the beginning for safety against the Indians."
The sketch indicates that it was two stories high.48]
Then, diagonal words, NW to SE: Weg zur Stattli JO Engl meil ungefehrd 3 Stund
["Way to the town 10 English miles, about three hours."]
63
[German cabin]
64
[German cabin]
65
[German cabin]
66
[German cabin]
67
[German cabin]
68
[German cabin]
69
[German cabin]
70
[German cabin]
71
[German cabin]
72
Berger
73
[German cabin]
74
Heimberger
75
[German cabin]
76
[German cabin]
77
[German cabin]
78
[German cabin]
under #78 : NB: Habe nur da nammen geschrieben da Schweit zerische Haushaultungen.
Bifi hieher kann mann mit Brigantins fahren. Weiter hinauff mit kleinen Schiffen. ["I
have written the names only of the Swiss households. To here one can sail with
brigantines; further up with small boats."]
79
Peter Buhlmann
80
Johan Wyfimer
81
[German cabin]
82
[German cabin]
83
[German cabin]
84
[German cabin]
along the creek, next to the three cabins above, is written : Disner fiufi ust sehr bequen
[This river is quite leisurely .]
85
gebruder Ziorien ["the Ziorien brothers"]

48
Von Graffenried speaks of "having even caused a redoubt to be built up above towards Mill Creek
for the safety of the colony and to hold the Indians in check from this side " (Todd, p. 378) .
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Christen Janj3i
Peter Reiitiger [written next to his cabin is Eipea - the meaning of which word
is unclear]
88
[German cabin]
89
Rudy Kistler
90
[German cabin]
91
Christing Kiintzle
der gerber ["the tanner"]
92
[German cabin]
93
[German cabin]
below #93 is written: hier soil Kirch gebauen warden ["The Church is to be built here."
The sketch shows it to have a nice three-story church tower included, with a flag flying
from the top.]
94
[German cabin]
95
Christen Engel
96
[German cabin]
97
Bendicht KiipferSchmiedt
98
Miihli sind sogy angefangen ["Mills are already started". Von Graffenried said
that one was a grist mill and the other a saw mill (Todd, p . 228). His 6 May 1711
letter indicates that he had already spent £70 on the "Grist and saw mill" (Todd,
p. 287).]
99
[The inscription above #98 applies to both #98 and #99.]
100 Raubly
101 Societet Lehen ["Society copyhold." Two buildings are sketched here. One
appears to be two-story and quite large, the other is roughly the size of the
standard cabin. Neither has the shape which is used for the standard cabins
sketched on the plantations.]
102 Hanj3 RiiegsEgger
next to #102: Friedt Zand der Societet. Lehen Leut haben doch ihre Plantationes hier.
["Fence of the Society. Vassals have their plantations here."]
86
87

Below are the various inscriptions given on the map, labeled here as A through J,
beginning on the left side of the map and then working down, then on the right side of
the map, working down. The original German is given in italics, followed by a
translation:

A: So die Coloney der Wectock Rr noch
continuiert wird; so ist diese Plantation in der mitte.
/st van daraus eine tagreise zum Meer, eine
kleine zum Stiittly und van da hinunder auch
Ins Meer, eine kleine prloape aber nur 3
oder4 Stund
/st also daj3 eine so wohl gesetzte Coloney, als eine
in der Weld sein kan, so wohl wegen der
Situation alj3aber allerley bequiimen
gelegenheiten
["Thus the colony of the W ectock River is continued, so this plantation is in the middle.
It is a one day's journey from there to the ocean, a short one to the town and from there
down to the ocean, a small trip, only but 3 or 4 hours. It is therefore such a well-situated
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol39/iss2/5
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colony as any in the world could be; as much because of its situation as because of the
many other amenities."]
B: Difte Plantationen sindjede von
250 Morgen gutes Landes.
Die Relation der Ertragenheit defi Lands
wie gewilde und fische auch, von was
gerenger erhaltung dafi grofi und
klein viech welches niemahlen gewinteret
wird, sander sein weid winter und sommer
zu uber flufi hat (Item: waj3far
schone Baum und Erde fruchte alda)
Wird bey Herrn Ritter zufinden sein
Was in Lawson's Discription enthalten
kann meist alles Confirmiert werden.
["The plantations are each 250 morgen of good land. The description of the productivity
of the land, and also the game and fish, and what sustenance the large and small
livestock, which is never wintered, rather has its meadow in abundance in winter and
summer (Item: what lovely tree and earth crops there) are to be found in Mr. Ritter's.
That which is in Lawson's Description can mostly be confirmed."]

C: In dieser gegend, etwafi hinunder ist
Norsound; Erstrekt sich gegen das Weedock R'. guebt Land
Einerseits am Meer gelegen, wirdfast von Engeliindern
peupliert, von wanen, auff beyden Riv Neus und Wetock
zur Coloney, allerhand see provisionen als Fisch, Eysters, Krebs,
Muschlen und viel andere sachen gefuhret werden.
Diese Situation kan in Herrn Ritter ubergebnen LandCarten befier ersehen werden
["In this region, slightly below is Norsound. Stretched along the Weedock River is good
land, one side along the sea, which is almost all populated by Englishmen who, from
both the River Neus and River Wetock, harvest considerable provisions from the sea
such as fish, oysters, crabs, muscles and many other things. This site can be seen better
on the maps given to Mr. Ritter."]
D: Plan
der Schwytzerischen Coloney
in Carolina
angefangen im October 1710
durch
Christopher von Graffenriedt
und
Frantz Ludwig Michel
["Plan of the Swiss colony in Carolina begun in October 1710 by Christophel von
Graffenriedt and Frantz Ludwig Michel"]
E: Dift bedeutet die Plantationen der Colonisas
deren jede aufi 250 Jucherten Landte bestehet. Auff der
Weetock River wird mann Plantationen von 600 Jucherten
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auft meften; da werden 2 familien zusammen stoften.
Hat seine gute dasachan
["This stands for the plantations of the colonists, which are composed of 250 J ucherten
(this word evidently meant phonetically for acres) of land each. On the Weetock River
plantations of 600 Jucherten will be laid out; there two families will work together. It
has good advantages."]
F: Begiest sich in daft Meer ["Flows into the sea"]

G: [two letters blotted]her hierunder soil die Coloney Continuert werden ["The colony
is supposed to be continued down this way."]
H: [written at the intersection of Trent Rivier and News Rivier is: 4 Engl. Meil breit i.e.
"4 English miles broad", to indicate the breadth of the two rivers as they join.]

I: [written in Trent Rivier,just above His:½ Engl. Meil i.e."½ English mile" meaning
Trent River is½ mile wide at this point.]

J: [written in News Rivier, just above His: 1 meil breit i.e. "1 mile broad" to indicate
the width of the Neuse River at this point.]
The town of New Bern :
Christoph von Graffenried was quite proud of the town of New Bern which he had
settled; saying "At New Bern where I settled and started the little city" (Todd, p. 277).
As he described it, he purchased from John Lawson a point between Trent River and
Neuse River, formerly the Indian village of Chatouka, Indian kinglet, with his people
[being] about a score of families, which land Lawson had purchased from the Indians
themselves (Todd, pp. 373-4). The Indians were still living there. Separately, von
Graffenried said that he purchased from one of the Indians whom he identified as a
kinglet, Taylor, "a small extent of land where I built my cabin, while waiting for
something better" (Todd, p. 374). He stated that "Artisans are better off in a city than
on plantations", and stated that the "20 families" in New Bern got three acres each, for
which they had to pay a silver crown annually, although people with trades were free
from payment for 10 years; others for 3 years. 49
The 1711 Swiss Map which von Graffenried sent back to his partners in Bern did
not give the names of the settlers in the little town of New Bern itself, perhaps because
virtually all of them were German and the 1711 Swiss Map specifically states that it
named only the Swiss settlers , or perhaps because of space constraints. However, he did
carefully indicate the arrangement of the 20 or so houses then existing in New Bern, and
boasts that "There were many persons of Pennsylvania and several for Virginia who
took lots" in New Bern, evidently in the fall of 1710 or early spring of 1711.
There were only two things lacking in the new colony, in von Graffenried's mind:
"there is need of a pastor and a book-keeper"(Todd, p. 287). As "the one [pastor] I was
having come from Germany" did not materialize, von Graffenried read sermons . He
mentioned that he had permission to perform marriages and baptisms but doesn't say

49

Todd, p. 377 (English) .
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whether he used that pennission. He also mentions a minister hired from Virginia for
£50 sterling plus offerings, per year, who preached in both English and French. 50 The
mention of preaching in French (whether it ever occurred or was simply one of von
Graffenried's promotional descriptions) reinforces my opinion that there was a small
group of French-speaking settlers, probably of Swiss origin, in the New Bern settlement.
These may have included Colbert, Colliot, Thomas, des Ruines, Real, and (perhaps) the
Parrot family. The only occurrence of a minister in the New Bern settlement that I was
able to find was that Johann Caspar Stover, Lutheran minister famous in Pennsylvania,
was in the area in 1733-1734 (see entry under Jacob Schlitz; also on 20 Sept 1733 Georg
Gnage's case against Staver was dismissed). And even the court record involved for
Stover does not necessarily indicate that he was physically present in Craven Precinct
at the time. He may have executed the documents while out of the area, although I doubt
it.
Below is my reconstruction of the "20" families which von Graffenried states were
living in New Bern in 1711 (but doesn't name), based on his list of their occupations:

The "20" Swiss and German families living in New Bern in 1711
2 carpenters

1 mason
2 carpenters & joiners
I locksmith
I blacksmith
I or 2 shoemakers
I tailor

1 miller
1 armourer
1 butcher
1 weaver

1 turner
1 saddler
1 glazier
1 potter and tilemaker

1 or 2 millwrights

Christian Bauer, carpenter, German
Georg Metz, carpenter, German
Johann Gnage, carpenter, German [if he came]
Nicholas Isler, mason and stonecutter, Swiss from London
Christian Ganter, cooper [sic], German
Johann Zeller, cooper and brewer [sic], German
Johann Schonewolf, locksmith, German [if he came]
Johann Michael Giessabel, smith, German
- Maritz, shoemaker, Swiss
possiblyBender, whose son was a cordwainer in 1740
Caspar Weisenegger, tailor, German [if he came]
or, Johan Bernhart Schone Wolff, tailor, German
or, Johannes Amann, tailor, German
or, - Munz, tailor, Swiss
?
poss. Christian Friedrich Schonefeld, coppersmith, German
?
Henrich Barlebach, linen & cloth weaver, German
or, Johannes Friedrich Merkert, linen weaver, German
or, Daniel Buset, linen & cloth weaver, Swiss from London
Jacob Fetsch/Feske, turner, German [if he came]
?
?
probably Johann Martin Franck, called a schoolmaster in
1709, who agreed to teach potting to child bound to him in
1712/13, German.
Johann Valentin Eibach, wheelwright [sic], German

50
Todd, p. 378 (English) . Von Graffenried himself, like many Swiss then and now, spoke and wrote
French as well as German.
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quite possibly Louis Thomas, barber and surgeon, Swiss from
London, being counted twice
Louis Thomas, barber and surgeon, Swiss from London
Martinus Friedrich Rieser, schoolmaster, German [or, much
less likely, Johann Martin Franck, German]

Von Graffenried's list totals 21~23 families, while the list of known artisans in the
colony is somewhat larger than that. Von Graffenried also said: "there were here and
there on the plantations still other artisans" ,5' so in his list of occupations shown above,
von Graffenried is definitely speaking only of those settlers living in the town of New
Bern itself, not of any settlers living outside New Bern itself.
On 19 December 1741, a full generation later, a list of all inhabitants of "Newbern
town" was sworn to by Edwd. Carter, Town Constable. The list showed that 31 years
after the 1710 settlement, the number of families in town was unchanged - there were
again 21 families in New Bern. However the 21 individual family heads named in 1741
did not include any Swiss or Germans, while in 1711 all of them were either Swiss or
German (CravenCoCt 1730-41, p. 150).
The summer of 1711 and von Graffenried's credit crunch
Having sent Gotschi back to Switzerland on 22 April 171152 with a copy of the 1711
Swiss map, von Graffenried then wrote a detailed account back to his partners in
Switzerland dated 6 May 1711.53 In it he defensively accounts for the £2,228 of his
partners' money which he had spent in New Bern to that date, virtually all of it obtained
on credit and almost all of that from Thomas Pollock. Several details from that
accounting are important. For instance, he reported having spent £60 "To build a store
or proprietor's house", plus £70 for "Our lodging which was at the same time a
provision house", and an additional £12 for "four more cows for my household". The
reference to "Our" is almost certainly to the von Graffenried father and son, the father's
servants (and perhaps the two black slaves which von Graffenried had), and his partner
Franz Ludwig Michel. Thus the fortified dwelling had cost more than £142 to build and
supply - quite a high sum for a frontier settlement. Then von Graffenried reports "Food
for 150 head p. 3£" evidently meaning that he had spent the grand sum of £3 to feed 150
people! It's possible that the eventual downfall of the New Bern settlement can be
foreseen in the pattern of von Graffenried' s spending. Another item in the accounting
was "Furnished swine 2 p. family = 160" which evidently means that pigs cost £1 each
(as opposed to the cows for his household, on which he spent £3 each), and that he had
furnished two swine to each of eighty households. 54 This closely matches the 74 settler
cabins he had indicated on the 1711 Swiss map, 26 being Swiss and 48 being German.
The 20 cabins he indicated in New Bern would not have received pigs, as he had earlier
indicated he did not give tradesmen in town any swine. 55

51
Jacob MUiler, perhaps a baker, was living in New Bern by 1713. Christen Kiintzli, tanner, Swiss,
was living up Neuse River in 1711.
52
Todd , p. 289, where von Graffenried says in his 6 May 1711 account that 'Btitschi' sailed away
14 days ago; thus Gtitschi left on 22 April 1711.
53
Todd, p. 277f.
54
Todd, p. 287 .
55
Todd, p. 183 (German).
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The struggling New Bern settlement continued to drain von Graffenried's resources
or, more accurately, the resources of his lenders, while at the same time his settlers were
hungry and desperate. His primary lender was Thomas Pollock, who had taken a
mortgage on the 17,500 acres owned by Ritter & Cie. to secure his roughly £2,500
advance to von Graffenried. Von Graffenried took a trip up into Virginia to try to
arrange more loans , and upon his return to New Bern in about August 1711 found that
two of his servants (thus implying that von Graffenried, living in a frontier outpost
which was hanging on by the skin of its teeth, had more than two servants in total) had
died during his absence. 56 His 'borrowing' trip was unsuccessful and, after commenting
that half of the Palatines had left in his absence (Todd , p. 235), he had to tell some of
his settlers that it would be permissible for them to leave the settlement for a period of
time in order to seek work to survive. At this time, von Graffenried was still of the
European mind set, thinking that he 'owned' and controlled the actions of his settlers,
and was adamant that he was Baron of the New Bern settlement as part of his agreement
with Ritter & Cie. and the British Government.

The Tuscarora Indian War 22 Sept 1711 - 20 March 1712/13
After being friendly with the whites for some years, festering Indian resentment of
the English's poor treatment of them broke into the open. On the morning of 22 Sept
1711 , shortly after capturing von Graffenried, his two black slaves, and John Lawson,
some 500 Indian warriors divided into small groups and fell on the English , Palatines ,
and Swiss on the Pamtego, Neuse, and Trent Rivers , burning houses, killing many
individual settlers, and wiping out entire families.
The exact extent of the massacre is hard to determine, especially now at the distance
of 300 years. Governor Spotswood of Virginia said it was "a barbarous Massacre on the
Inhabitants of the Frontier plantations , killing without distinction of age or Sex, 60
English and upwards of that number of Swiss and Palatines, besides a great many left
dangerously wounded." 57 At first, von Graffenried put the number of Swiss and
Germans killed somewhat lower, stating that "about 70 had been murdered and
captured" .58 Then in his 23 Oct 1711 account, von Graffenried stated that "The worst
was that , besides sixty or seventy Palatines who were murdered, the rest who could save
themselves were plundered , and the survivors of these Palatines had left my house, in
which were their own goods , and the little city ."59 All in all, it appears that close to a
quarter of all of New Bern's living Swiss and German settlers, then totaling only 350
or so, were killed outright in September 1711.
It is useful to compare this massacre to the more famous Deerfield Massacre, which
occurred on 29 Feb 1704, only seven years earlier. About 50 French Canadians and 150
to 200 of their Indian warrior allies fell on the western Massachusetts community of
Deerfield , which then contained about 270 settlers and 20 soldiers. Some 47 settlers

56

Todd, pp . 336 (French), 373.
Todd , p. 82.
58
Todd expands this to state that "70 or 80 fell"; p. 109, perhaps relying on von Graffenried 's other
statement that 60 or 70 "Palatines" were murdered . Von Graffentried said there were 70 "murdered and
captured" on p. 240; while on p. 235 he speaks of 15 Palatine prisoner s; and on p. 262 he said sixty or
seventy Palatine s were murdered .
59
Todd, p. 262. He is referring to those settlers who left him for Brice .
57
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were killed and 112 taken captive. Many captives did not survive the trip to Canada;
only about 60 of the survivors were later redeemed and returned to their families.
Von Graffenried was particularly enraged that the Englishman William Brice, whose
cabin was just across Trent River from von Graffenried' s town of New Bern, was able
to entice many of the surviving Swiss and Germans, following the initial Indian attacks,
to garrison Brice's house. This left von Graffenried mostly with women and children
and no more than forty armed soldiery in his small fort in New Bern itself. Von
Graffenried does not indicate who defended his fort from Indian attacks while he was
a prisoner. These people, the forty "armed soldiery" and the women and children, stayed
with von Graffenried for twenty-two weeks following von Graffenried's return from
captivity on 28 Oct 1711, and thus they did not leave him until about 31 March 1712.
Separately, von Graffenried stated that the Indians had taken 15 Palatines (meaning
Swiss and Germans) prisoner, whom he described as women and children, thus he
implies that only about 55 settlers were killed. 60 However, later he speaks of 60-70
having been killed, a number which matches more closely the number of settlers about
whom nothing more is known after Sept 1711.
In his 23 Oct 1711 letter to Edward Hyde , Governor of North Carolina, von
Graffenried speaks of a young boy (Jungen Knaben), from one of his tenants ' families
(thus we do not know if he was German or Swiss), whose father, mother, and brother being his whole family - had been killed by the very Indian with whom von Graffenried
was living during his captivity. 6 1 That German-speaking family is almost certainly one
of those contained in our list here. Perhaps some day we will be able to determine with
certainty which family it was - I believe it was Georg Gnlige's family. Of course also
many were wounded in the Indian attacks, of whom a number almost certainly died
subsequently, while hostilities (attended by the common ills of war - starvation and
sickness) claimed many more Swiss and Palatine lives over the next 18 months.
John Lawson was executed by the Indians on about 21 Sept 1711 at the Indian
village of Catechna (also called Hancock Town) about 30 miles from New Bern, where
he and von Graffenried were being held prisoners. 62 Von Graffenried's life was spared,
but he was held prisoner for another six weeks until he was released on about 28 Oct
1711 after concluding, under duress, a treaty of neutrality between his settlement of
Swiss & Germans and the Indians. 63
The roughly 15 Swiss and Palatine women and children made prisoners in
September 1711 were not released until January 1712(/13], on the occasion of a
temporary victory over and truce with the Indians. 64 Between Jan 1712/13 and the end

60

Todd, pp . 235 , 237, 240 . Sometimes von Graffenried specifically spoke of "Switsers " and
"Swissers" and reserved the term Palatines for the Germans among his settlers . Other times he used
Palatines for the entire group of settlers . Once , when speaking of the Palatines , von Graffenried referred
to "several escaped Switzers under Palatine names", thus indicating how separately he kept the two
groups in his mind (Todd, p. 256).
61
Todd, pp. 167 (German) , 270-1.
62
The will of John Lawson of Bath Towne, Gent., dated 12 Aug 1708; "no probate" ; was transcribed
in its entirety in NC WilJs & Inventories, pp. 280-1, and abstracted in NC Wills, p . 209, where they say
the original will is missing . When William . Brice died, evidently his estate was bankrupt and he owned
to state money from taxes he had collected but not remitted. See 7 July 1720 entry in OldAlbemarle
1678-1737, p. 116.
63
Todd , pp . 281-2 .
64
Todd , pp . 87.
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of 1715, the Craven Precinct court records mention 18 Palatine 'orphans' 65 being bound
to various of the surviving families. A summary of these 'orphans' is given at the end
of this North Carolina section. Many of them had been prisoners of the Indians, while
others had been orphaned during the war but were not captured. These records begin,
almost in mid-sentence, on 22Jan 1712/13, but since these records are found at the very
beginning of the surviving court records there may have been earlier mention of war
orphans in those records which were burned (unless the records were burned on 22 Sept
1711 and no records were kept between 22 Sept 1711 and 21 Jan 1712/13). These
eighteen children are probably the great majority of all those who were 'orphaned' (i.e.
lost their fathers) during the war, but there may well have been some 'orphans' who
were bound out prior to 22 Jan 1712/13, and some 'orphans' who never were bound out.
The hostilities did not finally cease until Captain James Moore and his troops,
including Yamasee Indians, stormed and burned Catechna or Hancock Town on 20
March 1712/13, in what can only be described as a massacre . Von Graffenried stated
"There were about 200 [Indians] who were burned up in a redoubt and many others slain
so that in all about 900, including women and children were dead and captured." Losses
on the European side were light; von Graffenried saying only "Of ours there were also
many wounded and some remained on the field." 66 Many of the captured Indians were
sold into slavery to finance the war effort and perhaps also as revenge. Keep in mind,
when you think of the terrible misfortune which weighed upon the Swiss, German, and
English settlers during the Tuscarora War, that the Indians ' tragedy was much worse. 67
Not all settlers were terribly anxious to risk their lives, and sometimes heros were
born not made. On one occasion in Col. William Brice's garrison during the Tuscarora
Indian War when Col. Brice was going out against the Indians, there were present in the
garrison both David Wharton and Edmond Ennett (who is mentioned in land transactions with Palatines). Wharton offered Ennett "one Cow and Calfe upon condition the
sd Edmon Ennet could go out Instead of him the sd [Wharton]". 68 Wharton never paid
the cow and calf, even though Ennett went out against the Indians in Wharton ' s place.
On 18 Jan 1714/15, "Edmon. Ennet Survivant to Allexandr. Goodgroom Decd ." 69
plaintiff, sued Tho . Harris and his wife Mary "admr of the Estate of David Wharton,
deed." in order to finally receive the cow and calf. In a later suit, Mary is called
Administratrix of the estate of David Wharton. Col. [William] Brice, Capt. William
Han[d]cock Jnr. and Martin Frank were witnesses for the plaintiff. Col. Brice testified
as above, and Capt. Hancock Junr. affirmed in the same words. Martin Frank's
testimony is now illegible, but since he was testifying for the plaintiff, presumably he

65
It should be kept in mind that many of the 'orphans ' still had living mothers. Just as in New York
State at this time , losing a father would classify a child as an 'orphan ' even if the mother survived ,
while losing only a mother would not. The widowed mother did not necessarily have to consent to her
'orphan ' being bound out, and there are many records of such mothers who did not want their children
to be bound out. However , the government apparently held that its interest in making certain that the
' orphan s' did not become a burden on the state was paramount .
66
Todd , pp. 245 .
67
The Tu scarora s fled north to NY in 1714; and in 1722 became the 6th Nation of the Iroquois
League .
68
CravenCoCt 1712- 15, p . 36.
69
The court record s, which are not entirely legible , do not indicate why Edmond Ennett was suing
as "Survivant to Allexandr . Goodgroom Deed ." The records of the subsequent trial itself indicate that
Edmond Ennett was sueing in his own name, not in that of Goodgroom.
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backed up the testimony of Brice and Handcock. Initially a Non Suit was declared. Then
the plaintiff appealed, and with consent of the defendant, a trial was held 19 Jan
1714/15, at which "Capt. Wm. Hancock Junr." was Attorney for the defendant! The
plaintiff won the case, and Tho. Harris was ordered to pay Edmon Ennet "one good Cow
and Calfe". Wharton probably thought it a small price to avoid serving against the
Indians, particularly since his heirs, not he, were the ones who had to pay.
Land acquisition in North Carolina
Other than buying land from an existing landowner, the early settlers of North
Carobna had two different ways of acquiring land (there were no squatters' rights). 70
First, as in Virginia, a settler could get a headright grant of 50 acres per head for
importing people into the colony. The land itself was free. There are very few instances
of this being used in the New Bern colony.
But by far the most important method was to apply for, and receive, 'free' vacant
land from the government. The acquisition method consisted of four steps: Entry,
Warrant, Plat, and then the issuance of a Patent. Once the Patent was granted to a settler,
he was a full landowner in the eyes of the law. (The taxman was willing to tax land at
the Warrant stage).
First, the settler would notify the secretary of the colony that he wished to have a
specific piece of vacant land. At a meeting of the governor and council held to consider
land claims (called the Court of Claims), the names of all who had petitioned for an
entry on land was read out by secretary. All such records are now lost.
Second: If the Court of Claims agreed to the entry, then the person could petition
through the same process for a warrant. Some of the Warrant records still exist. This
document, the warrant, warranted or authorized the Crown surveyor to survey the land.
Third: when the Crown surveyor received the Warrant, he then made a small map
of the survey, called the plat (some of these survive). The Plat was returned by the
surveyor, in two copies, to the secretary.
Fourth: the secretary then informed the Court of Claims that the individuals
petitioned for a patent. If the Court of Claims agreed, and if all fees had been paid, then
patent was then issued out of the secretary's office, where it was then recorded before
the original patent was surrendered to the new landowner. The new patent was also
recorded in the office of the Crown auditor so that the Crown auditor would know who
was to pay the annual tax on the land (called the quit rent).
While the land thus obtained was "free", the paperwork costs were quite high, and
did not vary with the amount of land involved if the land was under one square mile,
which virtually all Patents were. For a Patent of up to 640 acres (i.e.one square mile),
the fees totaled almost £12, or perhaps half a year's income for a farmer.
Costs for obtaining up to 640 acres of 'free' land in colonial North Carolina

to the
to the
to the
to the

70

governor, for signing the patent
governor's secretary, putting wax seal on the patent
colonial secretary's underclerks for registering the patent
clerk of Court of Claims, for his trouble

£0:10:0
0:5:0
0:1:5
0:1:0

The best discussion of this is in the Foreword , by George Stevenson, in NC Land Patents 1735-64 .
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clerk of Court of Claims, for the petitioning process
auditor, for entering the patent in his records
attorney general, for examining the patent
colonial secretary, for writing out the patent
colonial secretary, for his trouble

Total fees paid for up to a 640 acre Patent

43
0:7:6
3:0:0
2:0:0
5:0:0
0:10:0
£11:14:11

While the £12 cost for 'free' land may seem high, at the same time it offered
unparalleled opportunity for anyone who understood the system. The fees did not have
to be paid until the Patent was about to be issued, thus there was no initial investment.
Furthermore, so long as you filed for more than 100 or so acres, the value of the land
you received would virtually always be more than the fees you would need to pay to
receive your final patent. By filing for, say, 500 acres, you could then immediately sell
100 of the 500 acres for more than your cash costs, and truly have 400 acres of land
free, land which if sold would make you a moderately wealthy man by local standards.
Or, you could sell an additional 100 acres (leaving you with a 300-acres free-and-clear),
and have enough cash to file for another 500 acres which would indeed be free.
There are many examples in the following pages of men who figured out the system
and became quite wealthy using it. And many examples of those who did not; who for
instance would file for 120 acres because that's all the land they liked the looks of evidently not realizing that they were paying the same £12 that they would have if filing
for 640 acres not 120 acres. It was not until quite late in the settlement's history, say
about 1750, that land became valuable enough to justify filing for under 100 acres at a
time. At that point in time, the records begin to show many small Patents, since little
vacant land was left, and land prices had risen enough to make filing even for small
pieces worth the £12 in fees.
Research comments
While working with the limited North Carolina references available for the 17101775 period, attempting to identify all Swiss and German settlers v.:ho came to New
Bern in 1710, I have been reminded constantly that genealogical and historical research
is often neither simple nor straightforward.
For instance, there are a number of surnames from the British Isles which are
identical to, or almost identical to, surnames from the German-speaking areas of Europe.
Some such surnames which appear in early North Carolina records are: Thomas,
Roberts, Fisher/Fischer, George/Georg, Brown/Braun, Coleman/Kohlman, Martin,
Walter, Green/Grtin, Brecht/Bright, etc.
There is the additional possible confusion which arises from the moderately common
practice of translation - where a German surname is translated in America into its
English equivalent. Zimmermann/Carpenter is a good example, Schafer/Shepherd
another. When researching in mixed nationality records such as those in North Carolina,
finding an "English" surname such as Carpenter in a record may mean that you've
actually found a German surname in English form - or it may mean simply that you
have found an English Carpenter family. An example is the Schafer family which
arrived in North Carolina in 1710; by 1718 it had become Shepard in some lists.
There is certainly a risk of making a Palatine out of a perfectly ordinary Englishman
just because he associated closely with the Palatines in the early years - as well as the
risk of making an Englishman out of a perfectly self-respecting Palatine who didn't.
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Undoubtedly I have made errors of commission as well as errors of omission in the
following pages, and would be pleased to hear from researchers who have documented
information which confirms - or contradicts - conclusions I have reached in this book.
Even von Graffenried spoke, disparagingly, of "Swissers under Palatine names".
And finally, there were a small number of German-speaking settlers already living
in North Carolina prior to 1710, and a number of German-speaking settlers who arrived
in North Carolina in the years after 1710, often from Pennsylvania, Maryland, and
Virginia. The records of these earlier and later settlers easily merge with those of the
1710 immigrants to New Bern whom we are studying here. 71
The early Craven Precinct and Craven County lists and records were compiled by
English-speaking clerks, and reflect their education, or lack thereof, usually combined
with a complete lack of German. It is often difficult to determine just what surname they
are trying to record. The 1714 Tithables list includes Jno. Jerrel. Did the clerk mean a
German named Johann Karl or an Englishman named John Gerald? Since this name
does not reappear in later records, it's virtually impossible to tell.
Another example is the 1714 Tuscarora War Claims listing of "Mrs. Ginkins, for
John George". An alternative spelling of Ginkins is used elsewhere: David Ginkins
appears both in the 1714 Tuscarora War Claims list and in the 1714 Tithables list.
However David Jenkins of Bath County, almost certainly the same man, was shown in
the Craven Precinct court records to be the son-in-law of Edward Bembrick of Bath
County as early as 21 July 1713 and to have received land in the county as early as 12
Dec 1708 - well before the Swiss and Palatines arrived. 72 See his will; apparently John
George was a grandson of theirs. And in any event I concluded that he was not Germanspeaking.
Readers will see that I have used estimated and extrapolated dates (of birth,
marriage, death, etc.) to a quite unusual extent. This is my partial solution to the almost
total lack in Craven Precinct and County of the normal sources used in identifying and
dating family records . In all cases, I have identified and explained the bases of my
assumptions, but perhaps a few caveats should be stated: 1) not all people at that time
knew their exact dates of birth; 2) not all stated their ages honestly; 3) the 'rules' (such
as, legal age of 21 before holding real estate, etc.) were not always adhered to; and 4)
sometimes the rules changed, or were subject to local custom, in ways which we today
do not know. In addition, I have made assumptions (such as that because of disease and
poor diet few children were born in about 1709-1711; that the children shown but not
named in the Rotterdam and London lists are identical with the children in Craven

71
An example of an earlier German-speaking immigrant is the Johann Christopher Feyerabendt who
was reported by the House of Burgesses to the Albemarle County court 14 Oct 1708 as having shot and
killed Mr. John Allcock. The Albemarle Court reported 18 Oct 1708 that John Coles, Provost Marshall,
had taken Feyerabendt into custody. The Albemarle records spell this man ' s name both John
Christopher feyeradendt and John Christopherfeyerabendt. See OldAlbemarleCo 1678-1737 , p. 40 .
An example of a later immigrant is the Benedictus Wennerich, who went to New York in 1710; to
Pennsylvania by 1715; and to North Carolina in 1728. His family is included here because he was part
of the 1710 Palatine migration, even though late to New Bern.
One Lodowick [Ludwig?] Martin, nationality unknown, was in old Albemarle Co ., NC as early as
1 Oct 1706, when he had a survey registered by John Lawson. See OldAlbemarleCo 1678-1737, pp.
33-4. Then there is the question of Haunce Tucker, once called Hanslawson Tucker.
72
CravenCoCt 1712-15, p. 8.
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Precinct whose names are known and whose ages approximate those of the Rotterdam
and London lists; that most women stop bearing children in the mid-40s, etc .) which
cannot always be correct, but still need to be made. Yet, subject to those caveats, I have
found estimated and approximated dates of birth, of marriage, and of death very useful
tools in this specific project.
The term Proclamation Money will be found frequently in these records. This was
a form of fiat currency in North Carolina, invented because of the great shortage of
specie. It was based on a variety of produce, and like almost all fiat currency, was not
worth as much as standard currency - in this case pounds Sterling.
A comment on the early, original records 1711-1747 which I've used in this study
is in order. I found it necessary to do new, comprehensive, verbatim transcriptions of
all of them. Some of them had been transcribed previously, but none had been done
either completely verbatim or accurately. Names and dates had been scrambled, omitted,
and in some cases added where they did not exist. Two so-called original tax lists turned
out to be fictions - not fictitious, but created in error from misread portions of original
lists. All of my transcriptions will be found at the end of this New Bern book . The notes
I give with each of them will explain most of their idiosyncracies. But the Spring 174 7
Palatine Petition requires some additional comment.
The Spring 1747 Palatine Petition, on the face of it, is a petition addressed to the
British Government for compensation for unkept promises made to them by von
Graffenried and by the British Government. It also was a request for compensation
because of the impending eviction from their farms by Cullen Pollock, heir to the
Thomas Pollock who had foreclosed on the 17,500 acres of land which Ritter & Cie. had
bought near New Bern. Von Graffenried had pledged the land to Thomas Pollock in
order to obtain loans from him in the earliest days of the settlement. Cullen Pollock
wanted to replace the Swiss and Germans on the land with Scottish prisoners of war,
men captured when they lost in their 1746 uprising against the British. The Swiss and
Germans wanted to be granted 400 acres of North Carolina land each, on easy terms.
However, as I worked with the petition, it became clear that things were more
complicated than that. The names given on the 1747 petition are in some cases in correct
German spelling for men who were themselves not literate. A number of the names
given on the petition are of men who had died as much as five years before 1747. In a
few cases, the 1747 petition is the first appearance of that surname since Rupp's
putative 1714 listing. And finally, some of the men had not been living in Craven
County or Precinct for several decades and in a few cases not since 1711, and in some
cases had no known descendants of that surname.
My conclusion is that the 1747 petition is not a fraud, but that it was drawn up by a
skilled lawyer who knew that, so long as each name on the petition correctly represented
one of the extended families to whom von Graffenried had promised 250 acres of land
in 1709, it did not matter if the men named as coming in 1710 had died recently, nor
whether they lived anywhere near New Bern, nor whether they had left any heirs of the
surname, nor whether they actually 'signed' the petition themselves, nor even whether
they were young children in 1710 or were the head of the family in 1710. By listing an
immigrant on the petition, the lawyer presumed (probably quite correctly) that if the
government did offer a settlement, it would be quite sufficient legally at such a future
time to point out that the man named in the settlement was now dead, but that he had left
heirs who would make a claim for that settlement. Viewed in this way, the discrepancies
in the petition become unimportant, and in a few instances the petition points to the
existence of heirs of men, through their daughters, of whom otherwise we would know
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nothing. Since the petition contains only 42 names representing 40 extended families,
while there were roughly 177 families in the migration, it is clear that not every eligible
person's name was included. Presumably those included represent a mix of those who
agreed to be listed with those whose names could be remembered.
Some of the most important sources I've used are the Craven Precinct and County
Court Minutes, as was indicated earlier. These have been transcribed verbatim, insofar
as they can be deciphered, and then published by Weynette Parks Haun. There are
several problems she (and I) encountered in using these court minutes. First, most early
records were burned at the time the Tuscarora Indian War broke out 22 Sept 1711. 73 The
surviving records begin with an undated court session which appears to have been held
22 Jan 1712/13. 74 A note made two years later, in the 18 Jan 1714/15 court session,
mentions the problem of burnt records (CravenCoCt 1712-15, p. 42):
by misfortune of the war in this province with the Indians The office of ye. above sd.
Prcinct of Craven being burnt...

Craven Precinct had a serious problem with low quality ink used in the 1713-1716
period; ink which faded within only a couple of years. In an entry in the session which
appears to have been held 18 April 1716 (CravenCoCt 1712-15, pp. 56-7):
Then the Court Ve[iw]ing the record and finding the _____
to be pale and
[writt]en wth. bad Ink for ye. benefit of future ages the Court ordr. yt. Danll. MackFfarlan
prsent Clark of of ye. Court Transcrib the whole book of records Into In a new bound
book and good paper In fol: and to be Wrote In a faire hand wth. good Ink for wch. he is
to be allowed.

Even this 1716 re-copy of the records authorized above has now faded, but luckily
the 1716 copy of the earlier 1713-1716 records still contains much valuable information
which was visible in 1716 but is now completely illegible in the original 1713-1716
records. There were a few other instances where records were recopied, leading in some
cases to two or even three versions of one entry. In almost all cases where records were
recopied, the clerks chose to shorten and abbreviate the original entries to save
themselves work.
Next, Craven Precinct, and later Craven County, had a series of court clerks who
neglected to date many of their records - sometimes not giving a date to entire court
sessions, sometimes restricting themselves to omitting only some of the days within a
session. Most sessions began on the 3 rd Tuesday of the month, most commonly being
held four times a year, in January, April, July, and October. Sessions usually were
continued over several days, the most common length being four days.
After that, even when measured against the low standards of early 18th century
American court clerks, Craven Precinct/County clerks were laconic, ill-trained, illogical,
and spelling-impaired. Even when the handwriting of the original is still clear (rare as

73
CravenCoCt 1712-15, p. i; quoting from Craven County Record of Wills, Clerk of Superior Court
Record of Wills, Vol. A, 1708-1797: 'This Book as far as page Sixty Nine contains a Transcript of
Some ancient Records and then begins a Record of Wills proved during the Clerkship of William Bryan
in Craven County"; "Page 51 Records Burnt in 1711"; and "See Book No . l".
74
At the 16 Oct 1716 session (CravenCoCt 1712-15, p. 61), the Court stated that "Craven Precinct
Court hath been held in Neuse Since 1712."
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that is), sometimes it is impossible to know what the clerk meant nor to whom he was
referring.
Finally, when the surviving records were gathered up and bound in the more recent
past, the pages were often bound out of sequence. Sometimes this was done because the
original records were undated (often the clerk will indicate that a session has begun, but
not date it; other times the clerk will indicate that the session was continued at another
location, but with the scrambled binding of records, the continued session is not found
on a succeeding page), in other cases because the modem clerk doing the work did not
understand double dating and the Julian Calendar used in British North America until
1752. Ms. Haun made the logical decision to do her transcribing totally verbatim and
in the same sequence as the records exist today on microfilm, without att pting to
insert her own conclusions as to what date was intended.
As a result of these factors, I found it necessary to go through the entire 20,000
original references first in order to determine from internal evidence what the date was
for each day of records. Only then was it possible to make two more passes through the
records looking for pertinent entries.
In quoting the court records in these pages, I have indented those entries which are
being quoted verbatim or have put them in quotation marks. I put names which directly
relate to the family covered in that section in italics. All names mentioned in the entry
cited are spelled here exactly as spelled in the original entry. To a disproportionate
extent, the German-speaking settlers interacted with other German-speaking settlers for
at least the first few generations, and thus a great many of the names in the court records
quoted here are of German-speaking settlers despite the way the court clerks managed
to make the names sound English-speaking. You often will need to use common sense,
and the index for these volumes, to determine the correct German form of many of the
names cited, as the court clerks didn't have a clue.
Without the detailed verbatim transcriptions of court records done by Weynette
Parks Haun, much of the Craven County court data would be completely out of the
reach of almost all researchers. I would like again to praise her work and give thanks
that she appeared on the Craven Precinct scene before my project began.
Suggestions for researchers
With 177 different families to research, clearly it was not possible for me to locate
and interpret all possible North Carolina records on each family. I hope that my work
will encourage a host of family genealogists to tum to the New Bern settlement and
expand these stalwart pioneers' records, both here and abroad, as much as possible.
Der Grosse Schwabenzuge or Great Swabian Trek, which settled parts of the Banat
in what is now Russian, involved three waves of German settlers from 1718 to 1787.
Most of the 15,000 colonists in the first wave in 1718-1737, were killed in Turkish raids
or died from bubonic plague, while the second wave of 75,000 German colonists in
1744-1772 had enormous labor to start all over again. Only the roughly 60,000 German
settlers who came in the third wave 1782-1787 found economic prosperity. A German
verse covering the combined experiences of the three waves of emigrants aptly reflects
the experiences of the generations of Swiss and Germans settling in the wilderness of
New Bern in 1710:
Die Erste hat den Tod
Der Zweite hat die Not
Der Dritte erst hat Brot
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Roughly translated:

The first encountered death
The second had only need
The third was the first to have bread
In addition to the records in Switzerland and Germany which need to be explored ,
there are a great many North Carolina sources which have not yet been researched fully .
The records of all nearby counties, both those which were formed from parts of Craven
County in the past, and other counties which are simply located nearby or in migration
pathways, need to be searched. Chowan, Duplin, and Jones Counties need particular
attentio Those existing deed records of Craven County which have not yet been
transcribed by Mrs . Haun can profitably be searched, as can Revolutionary War Pension
Files. The state-wide Land Patent records need more work , particularly for surnames
which can be either German-speaking or English-speaking and thus where I did not do
a complete search.
A word about the womenfolk of the settlement is in order. While it is extremely
difficult to document the wives and daughters of many of the immigrant families , I
would like to point out that there is much more research which can be done in this
respect than has been done here. In particular , the non German-speaking husbands of
some of the Swiss and German daughters are either known or hinted at here. With more
research, those marriages can be documented and in turn some of the unexplained
interactions between Swiss and German immigrant families , and English-speaking men
such as William Herritage can be explained.
Among other projects which can profitably be undertaken in Craven Precinct , one
of the most valuable yet perhaps one of the hardest would be to compile a connected
survey map of the entire settlement, showing who owned which farms and lived next
to which families. Another worthwhile project would be to do a study of all of the Black
families of the New Bern area . There is sufficient information in the court records,
combined with the small number of new Black immigrants prior to the American
Revolution , that a finite project of reasonable size is possible . It will be wonderful when
someone undertakes such a study .
Finally , I strongly suspect that new original records will be uncovered in future at
both the county and state level (and perhaps even overseas), leading to new and perhap s
unexpected genealogical findings.

1 October 2001

LEWIS BUNKER ROHRBACH , CG
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